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Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is to describe the initial alternatives that were developed for the Red
Line/HealthLine Extension Major Transportation Improvement Analysis and to document the
findings of the Tier 1 screening process. The development and refinement of alternatives is a
multi-step process. The initial alignment alternatives were defined by the study team after a
series of public meetings held in the study area September 10-12, 2013. These initial
alignments were screened in accordance with the Alternatives Analysis Methodology Report
(November 2013). The screening process includes subjecting alignments to two levels of sifting.
The first level of sifting examines transit technologies that are suitable for operation along the
alignment.Thesecondlevelofsiftingexaminesengineeringconstraints,environmental“red
flags,”operationalissuesandtravelmarketcharacteristicsdefinedbythe number of people and
jobs within station catchment areas.
Each alignment was evaluated first in combination with a potential transit technology, and then
in combination with both potential transit technologies and station locations. The result of this
evaluation process, or Tier 1 screening, is a set of reasonable alternatives that will be carried
forward to the second tier screening phase, where more in depth analysis of each alternative
will be conducted. The alternatives not advanced to Tier 2 screening will be eliminated from
further consideration.
This Tier 1 screening is largely qualitative in nature, based on the context of the study area (i.e.,
demographics and existing /future land use), a concept-level assessment of the physical and
economic feasibility of the alignment and a high-level assessment of environmental red flags.
The goal of this initial screening is to reduce to a manageable number those alternatives that
will be analyzed in greater detail in the second screening of alternatives. The final section of
this report will describe those alternatives that are to be carried forward into the second round of
screening and the next steps for the study.
Section 2 describes the alternatives development process. Section 3 reviews the alternatives
screening process. Section 4 summarizes the technology options and highlights the
recommended technologies to be advanced to Tier 2 screening. Section 5 summarizes the
alignments considered as part of the current Red Line/HealthLine extension study. The
descriptions of the alternatives present the nature and location of each alternative and
summarize their physical and operational characteristics. Section 6 discusses the station
selection process and recommended station locations. Section 7 summarizes the environmental
red flag analysis; Section 8 describes the comparative results of the Tier 1 screening of the
alignments. Section 9 describes alternatives being advanced into the Tier 2 screening process.
Section 10 describes the next steps in the alternatives evaluation process.

2.

Development of Alternatives

Definition and evaluation of alternatives is the heart of the Red Line/HealthLine Extension major
transportationimprovementanalysisphaseofprojectplanning.All“reasonable”and“feasible”
alternatives are to be rigorously explored and objectively evaluated. An alternative is defined by
route alignment, technology and station locations. The elements that constitute a sensible
alternative to be considered must be related to the purposes of the project and have a
reasonable expectation of being feasible in terms of delivery in Cleveland including technology
availability, constructability and overall cost effectiveness. Each alignment and technology has
different strengths and limitations. Consequently, it is important that each alternative be defined
in a way that makes it competitive within the overall set of alternatives under consideration. The
alternatives must, within the limits of their technology, respond to the transportation needs in the
corridor. Each responsive alternative should be refined to optimize its performance in the
corridor within the study area.
The alternatives consist of three separate categories: No-Build, Do Minimum, and a family of
Build alternatives, which includes rail and non-rail technologies. During the project scoping
1
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phase, the definition of alternatives concentrates on the Build alternatives. The Build
alternatives consider alignment, technology and station location options based on a range of
vehicle types and operating technologies. Later in the study (during the Tier 3 screening), the
No-Build and Do Minimum alternatives will be compared to the preferred Build alternative to
determine the eventual Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).
Potential transit technology options is the first component to be sifted in this analysis to
determine which transit technology options have the greatest potential to address the needs of
the study area, as determined by the Purpose and Need statement and study goals and
objectives. The results of this initial sifting of potential transit technology options were then
applied to the screening process for alignments and station locations. The Technology
Assessment Report (November 2013) determined that heavy rail rapid transit (Red Line), light
rail transit (Blue/Green Lines), bus rapid transit (HealthLine) and streetcar/tram and dieselelectric hybrid commuter rail options would be appropriate technologies for use with some
alignments, but not all.
Alignment options developed during project scoping included two railroad corridors and three
other roadway corridors (centering on Lakeshore Boulevard, St. Clair Avenue and Euclid
Avenue) with various route options linking Windermere to each of these corridors. The route
configurations centering on Lakeshore Boulevard, St Clair and Euclid Avenues could either be
HealthLinebusrapidtransitextensionsor“Rapid+”extensions.The“Rapid+”extensionoptions
would involve operating light rail/streetcar type rail cars on the Red Line up to the Louis Stokes
Station at Windermere and modifying existing infrastructure to permit the rail trains to
descend/ascendto/fromstreetlevelandoperateincitystreets.The“Rapid+”concept
emanates from the Modernization Plan of the Cleveland Transit System circa 1945 that outlined
the operation of streetcar lines from Lakeshore Boulevard, St Clair and Euclid Avenues to
operate in private right-of-way, which today is the Red Line.
The development of the Initial Alternatives was based upon the transportation planning context
including:


Baseline conditions and travel market analysis;



Input received from the Community Involvement effort including input from stakeholders,
agencies, local jurisdictions and the public at Open Houses;



Analysis of regional and sub-regional destinations and land use resulting in potentially
promising candidate station locations;



Extensive field review of Study Area opportunities and constraints relative to candidate
alignments; and



Consideration of modal and configuration options with regardtothe“fit”orapplicabilityto
the Study Area routes, taking into account land use, physical constraints, and community
characteristics/existing plans as described further below.

A high capacity, rapid transit network should form the backbone of a densely populated urban
area public transportation system with a supporting network of complementary feeder/distributor
services. The rapid transit system can be supported by local buses on less intensely used
routes providing access to rail and bus rapid transit lines and also distributing traffic to smaller
districts and neighborhoods served by local buses. Stations should provide maximum
interchange facilities among other rail and bus rapid transit lines and between rapid transit lines
and feeder services.
Any extension of service should minimize construction difficulty, construction cost and on-going
operations and maintenance costs. Operating and maintenance costs associated with the
system must be considered as important as the initial capital costs. This requires a simplified
operational scheme that minimizes infrastructure. The feasibility of any rail or bus rapid transit
network depends on several factors. These factors include:

2
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Total urban area population



Total urbanized land area



Population growth trends



Transport network investment



Automobile ownership
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Two of these factors have the strongest influence, population growth and automobile ownership.
It is easily recognized that travel demand is strongly influenced by total population and the
general economic well-being of that population. In urban areas with high population growth and
strong economic development trends (growing GDP), there is stronger demand for travel. How
much of this travel demand can be satisfied by public transport depends on the level of
automobile ownership, the level of public transport system supply and government
transportation investment policies. In Greater Cleveland, population has remained relatively
stable over the wider 7 county region. However, as noted in the Baseline Conditions Report
(July 2013), population in the study area has significantly decreased since 1960.
Generally, where high automobile ownership occurs, government policies are usually directed
toward construction and modernization of highway and street systems, parking facilities and
related infrastructure. Public transport systems are usually negatively affected by this heavy
investment in highway related infrastructure. This has been the case in Greater Cleveland for
the past 50 years with significant investment in an expanding highway system with an ever
decreasing emphasis on investment in public transportation as evidenced by a significant
decrease in state funding support. The Red Line/HealthLine extension study is an attempt to
evaluate the impacts of making new investments in public transportation in the northeast corner
of the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) service area.

3.

Alternative Screening Process

The following questions need to be answered as part of the first-tier screening process:


Does the alternative meet the transportation needs of the corridor?



What technology is appropriate for the alternatives being considered?



Doesthealternativehaveanyengineeringconstraintsor“showstoppers”thatwould
prevent the alternative from being constructible?



Does the alternative have environmental fatal flaws or have elements that would create
major effects on the natural or cultural environment or community context?



Does the alternative have any inherent illogical operating flaws that would add high
operating and/or maintenance costs over the life of the asset?



What are the capital and operating and maintenance costs of the alternatives?
Alternatives with extremely high costs would be eliminated. Length of line is a proxy for
costs and the amount of complex civil infrastructure required to construct the alternative
is also used as a screening criterion.



Is the alternative consistent with local and regional policies and plans?



Are there any line insertion impacts that affect community cohesion?



Does the alternative satisfy local goals and objectives?

No assumptions were made regarding the environment, operations or urban planning context.
The potential for transit oriented development (TOD) evaluation simply looked at the potential of
an alignment to influence or encourage development in a manner consistent with the RTA
Transit Oriented Development Guidelines (February 2007). All alternatives can be built in

3
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phases. Consequently, project phasing strategies were not a differentiator for the alternatives
screening.

3.1

Screening Process and Criteria

A multi-step screening process was used to sift through the alignment alternatives and
technology options developed as part of project scoping. These alternatives are evaluated on
the basis of goals and objectives. Goals and objectives for a project grow from the purpose and
need of the project, which are based on the strategic goals and guiding principles of the RTA
established in the 2010-2020 Strategic Plan. The purpose of the proposed extension is to
relieve congestion, improve the quality of life, enhance sustainability, increase mobility and
accessibility and channel development to the study area. The need for this project stems from
expected population and employment changes leading to increased travel demand and the
requirement for a more sustainable transportation system.
Based on the review of regional goals and objectives identified in previous studies and plans;
FTA‟sprojectjustificationrequirementsunderMAP-21 for Small/New Starts Projects; and DOTHUD EPA Livability Principles, goals and objectives for the Red Line/HealthLine Extension were
developed. Evaluation criteria were developed that correspond to the goals and objectives. The
following goals and objectives are proposed for the Red Line/HealthLine Study:
Goals
1. Improve mobility
for Cleveland
residents,
employees,
customers and
visitors.








2. Contribute to
and serve as a
catalyst for
economic
development.







Objectives
Provide more transportation choices,
especially for transit dependent groups,
such as low-income and minority
populations, and the aged to jobs,
housing and other trip purposes.
Provide high-quality bus and rapid
transit service for local trips between
new employment in the eastern suburbs
and the core study area, as well as for
access to key core destinations,
including University Circle and
downtown Cleveland.
Increase transit ridership and mode
share for all communities.
Establish a more balanced
transportation system which enhances
modal choices and encourages walking,
bicycle and transit use.
Encourage transit-oriented mixed-use
development along the corridor that
would support population and
employment growth along the corridor.
Reinvest in the local economy by
maximizing the economic impact of
transportation investments as related to
land use redevelopment, infrastructure
improvements, and housing.
Support regional economic development
initiatives.
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 FTA‟sMobility
Improvements
Justification Criteria
 DOT-HUD‟sLivability
Principles - Provide more
transportation choices;
Value communities and
neighborhoods.

FTA‟sEconomic
Development and Land
Use Justification Criteria
 DOT-HUD‟s Livability
Principles - Enhance
economic
competitiveness; Support
existing communities.
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Objectives
Incorporate considerations into new
development design that support transit
as a transportation option.

Corresponds to



3. Enhance
livability, reuse
and long-term
environmental
benefit.











4. Improve the
image and
identity of the
residential,
commercial, and
industrial areas
through
infrastructure
improvements.







Minimize adverse air, land and water
environmental impacts of transportation
investments.
Conserve transportation energy.
Serve households at a range of income
levels.
Support lifestyle choices for
environmentally sustainable
communities.
Implement strategies for reducing
transportation-related greenhouse gas
emissions.
Promote green and sustainable
technologies and solutions that enhance
economic development opportunities.
Support private investments in transit
friendly, and pedestrian and bicyclefocused developments.
Support improvements in neighborhood
connectivity through attention to safety,
comfort and aesthetics in the design of
transportation infrastructure.
Serve areas of and complement
initiatives for affordable housing.

FTA‟sEnvironmental
Benefits, Economic
Development and Land
Use Justification Criteria
 DOT-HUD‟s Livability
Principles - Value
communities and
neighborhoods; Promote
equitable, affordable
housing; Enhance
economic
competitiveness; Support
existing communities.


FTA‟sEnvironmental
Benefits, Economic
Development and Land
Use Justification Criteria
 DOT-HUD‟s Livability
Principles - Value
communities and
neighborhoods; Enhance
economic
competitiveness; Support
existing communities.


The process of sifting alternatives was based on the emergent needs of the project and resulted
in two levels of sifting with the Tier 1 screening process. A description of the indicative
evaluation process used to screen alternatives and advance reasonable alternatives to the more
detailed technical analysis in the Tier 2 screen was explicitly described in the Alternatives
Analysis Evaluation Methodology Report and included the following major items to be assessed
either qualitatively or quantitatively as appropriate:


Technology assessment



Fatalflawand“showstopper”analysis



Constructability and right-of-way impacts

 Use of GIS to determine station catchment area population and employment
Mostly qualitative scoring based on comparable systems data
To assist the reader in following the logic and sequencing of the Initial Alternatives and Tier 1
Screening Report, Figure 3-1 illustrates the screening process and introduces the alternatives

5
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nomenclature used in the report. Alternatives are defined using Roman alphabet characters to
distinguish among the competing alternatives.
Figure 3-1: Alternatives Screening

For the first level of sifting during the Tier 1 screening each technology option was evaluated to
determine the appropriateness of the technology for each of the potential alignments identified.
The second level of sifting evaluates each alignment alternative in terms of identifying the
associated engineering, environmental, operational and urban planning issues and challenges
unique to each alignment. This high level of analysis used criteria that would allow identifying
fatal flaws or showstoppers, which permitted the sifting among the many options to be
completed easily and quickly. Logic and reasoning and a minimum of quantitative analysis were
used for this first sifting.
The alignment and technology alternatives were evaluated qualitatively against the screening
criteria listed below:


Potential fatal flaws from an engineering or environmental perspective



Operational efficiency



Attract high levels of population and employment



Satisfy ridership and system capacity goals



Compete with auto travel times



Serve existing and future development(s)

The engineering issues that were of most concern for this Tier 1 screening were the negative
impacts or requirements for potential environmental mitigation measures that rendered the
alternative troublesome from a logic and reasoning point of view based on engineering
judgment. This would include consideration of extremely costly right-of-way acquisitions,
6
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engineering solutions to mitigate environmental impacts or address engineering challenges.
Many of the engineering challenges were common to all alternatives, i.e. crossing Euclid Creek,
crossing over/under railroads and interstate highways, sewer and underground water storage
tunnels. These challenges did not allow a differentiation among alternatives and so were not
considered showstoppers.
An emphasis on operational efficiency at the planning phase of project development is critical to
the overall future success of the extension, if built. The overall intention for the operational
design of the RTA rapid transit system is in respect to other modes of transportation and as well
to assignment of lines including:


Maximizing interchange possibilities



Minimizing operating costs



Optimizing efficiency of operation



Improving user friendliness

The initial alternatives developed as part of project scoping were analyzed according to
operational characteristics and required infrastructure. The main criteria for the operational
analysis of the proposed alternatives include:


Schedule: preconditions for a safe, stable and reliable operation must be given



Headways: for rail transit options headways must be developed that respect the limit of
practical signal and line capacity between East 55th and Tower City Station, which hosts
trains from the Red, Blue and Green lines. The practical capacity of the entire East Side
rapid transit network is limited by the capacity limitation between Tower City and the
East 55th Street junction. Any added service beyond Windermere must be scheduled to
this limitation. Headways in this segment of the rail system cannot go below 120
seconds, which limits the frequency of Red Line trains that can be added for any
extension east of Windermere.



Track sharing & branching: track sharing between Tower City and Windermere then
branching off, thus expanding the catchment areas in the outer reaches of the study
area



Interchanges: to all modes of transportation



User Friendliness: logical orientation for passenger travel to University Circle and
Downtown



Expansion and system extension capability to Lake County

These criteria are an important input to the scheduling of the system and keeping operating
costs low. The following table outlines indicative criteria used in the Tier 1 screening
assessment:

7
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Table 3-1: Criteria Used in the Tier 1 Screening Assessment
Goal

Mobility

Economy

Environment

Livability

Objective
 Minimize congestion
 Reduce reliance on automobile
 Minimize total travel times to points
accessible from the proposed rail and bus
extensions and network
 Provide convenient accessibility and
improve interchange with other modes of
public transportation
 Increase public transportation ridership
and mode share
 Provide improved access to employment
centers
 Provide for the long-term expansion of the
future public transportation system
 Provide pedestrian and bicycle
accessibility to transit
 Minimize adverse impacts on existing
neighborhoods and communities.
 Improve regional connectivity
 Improve health and safety for workforce,
passengers and communities
 Promote positive benefits of public
transportation access to significant sites
and neighborhoods
 Enhance the pedestrian realm
 Integrate transportation and land use by
locating stations where there is greatest
potential for TODs.
 Integrate with local development plans
 Enhance urban design features and
complete streets program
 Provide a cost-effective project that moves
the most people at the lowest cost
 Improve operating efficiency by lowering
operating costs
 Take account of life-cycle costs when
planning alternatives; and
 Optimize and prioritize investment
initiatives to maximize benefits.
 Preserve the natural environment
 Protect and enhance the cultural heritage,
landmarks, national symbols and
monuments of the study area
 Decrease dependency on single occupant
vehicle
 Decrease energy consumption and vehicle
miles traveled
 Improve air quality
 Provide more transportation choices.
 Promote equitable, affordable housing.
 Enhance economic competitiveness.

8

Indicative Tier 1 Screening Criteria
 Number of corridor residents within ½mile of alignment
 Number of corridor residents within ½mile of a station
 Number of corridor residents within ¼mile of a station
 Number of jobs within ½-mile of a transit
alignment
 Number of jobs within ½-mile of a transit
station
 Access to major activity centers along
an alignment (ranked as high, moderate
or low)
 Access to intermodal interchange
(number of intermodal interchanges and
ranked as high, moderate, low)
 Major attractions served by alignment
 Consistency with local planning efforts
(ranked high, moderate or low)
 Transit Oriented Development potential
(ranked as high, moderate or low)
 Support for joint public-private land
development (ranked as high, moderate
or low)
 Assessment of potential construction
impacts on adjacent properties and
utilities (ranked as high, moderate or
low)
 Assessment of probable construction
cost using length as a proxy of cost
based on technology option.
 Operational issues and efficiency

 Potential noise impacts (number of
sensitive receptors within defined
distance of alignment per FTA Transit
and Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment May 2006).
 Number or instances of potential
environmental impacts
 Environmental“RedFlags”
 Total network length
 Number of stations
 Average station spacing

AECOM
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3.2

Objective
 Support existing communities.
 Coordinate and leverage federal policies
and investment.
 Value communities and neighborhoods.
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Indicative Tier 1 Screening Criteria
 Number of affordable houses within ½mile of station
 Number of parks and acres of green
space within ½-mile of alignment.
 Number of cultural resources within ½mile of alignment

Alignment Constraints

Cleveland is a very mature community with extensive transportation infrastructure. Most of the
alignments examined use either existing freight railroad rights-of-way or city streets used by
current RTA local bus lines or were previously served by streetcar lines.
The most significant deterrent to using freight railroad rights-of-way is the well-known objection
to encroachment by transit authorities by the American Association of Railroads (AAR). The
AAR“keyprinciples”forsharingtracksandrights-of-way include the following:
1) Safety has to come first when it comes to passenger trains sharing track or rights-of-way
with freight trains. Where separate passenger tracks are required, AAR believes safety
would be enhanced if these separate tracks were sufficiently far apart. Each railroad
defineswhat“sufficientlyapart”means.Inaddition,railroadsdonotusuallypermit
LRT/streetcar lines to cross freight railroads at-grade.
2) Capacity issues must be properly addressed. New infrastructure built for passenger
trains should fully preserve both the ability to operate freight trains as needed and the
opportunity to expand further freight service as the need arises in the future, including
the ability of the freight railroad to access new customers along the right-of-way.
3) It is reasonable for the host freight railroad to expect full and fair compensation. Freight
railroads should be fully compensated for their property any other added costs involved
in assuring safety and future capacity.
4) Freight railroads must be adequately protected from liability that would not have resulted
but for the added presence of passenger rail or adjacent public rapid transit service.

4.

Technology Options

Potential transit technology options were the first component to be screened in this analysis to
determine which transit technology options have the greatest potential to address the needs of
the of study area, as determined by the Purpose and Need statement and study goals and
objectives.

4.1

Appropriate Transit Technologies for Potential Red Line/HealthLine
Extension

As discussed in the Technology Assessment Report (November 2013), not all of the transit
technology options are suitable for providing improved transit service in the Red Line/HealthLine
extension study area, neither would they meet the goals and objectives of the study as
presented in the Purpose and Need (October 2013) nor address the specific transportation
issues identified in the Baseline Conditions Report (August 2013). The character of the study
area, existing and future development patterns, population and employment densities, and
number and type of trips were all considered in determining which transit technology option
would be most appropriate for this study.

9
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Table 4-1 lists the primary considerations for applicability to this study:


Trip frequency



Station spacing



Connectivity to the study area



Capital cost per mile



Platform height



Right-of-way type



Vehicle power



Compatibility with existing RTA system



Maintenance facilities

Technologies selected to be used in the alternatives analysis are described in the following
subsections.

4.1.1 Local Bus
Local bus service is already provided within the study area. The slow travel speed and frequent
stops makes this transit option less than ideal for providing the connectivity to large job centers
like downtown Cleveland and University Circle. Further, local bus improvements are unlikely to
generate substantial ridership gains and do not satisfy the study purpose and need. However,
local bus will be an important feature of any transit improvement in the corridor. Local bus
services provide a critical access linkage between neighborhoods and the potential rail and bus
rapid transit extensions effectively increasing the catchment area of the stations.

4.1.2 Enhanced Bus
Limited stop bus service from the study area could provide a faster, flexible trip to serve job
destinations in downtown Cleveland and University Circle. However, it is believed that this
transit option would work better as a complementary overlay service than as the primary capital
improvement within the study area.

4.1.3 Bus Rapid Transit Lite (BRT Lite)
BRT Lite service operating in mixed traffic could connect the existing Red Line to the study area
with high frequency service at a low-to-medium cost. Station spacing would be flexible
depending on the destinations in the extended corridor. The characteristics of this service
would include substantial stations, passenger information systems and transit signal priority but
would operate in mixed-traffic similar to the existing HealthLine east of MLK Blvd.

4.1.4 Bus Rapid Transit
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a bus operation generally characterized by use of exclusive or
reserved rights-of-way (busways) that permit higher speeds and avoidance of delays from
general traffic flows. The HealthLine in Cleveland is the best example of full BRT in North
America. Full BRT service operating in an exclusive lane could connect the Red Line to the
study area with high frequency service and appropriate and flexible station spacing, at a
medium cost similar to the HealthLine west of MLK Blvd..

4.1.5 Heavy Rail Transit
Heavy rail transit (HRT) is a specialized electrically-powered rail system carrying passengers
within urban areas, or between urban areas and suburbs. Heavy rail rapid transit systems use
exclusive tracks that are fully grade-separated, i.e., subway, aerial, in open cut, or fenced-in at
grade but with no at-grade street or pedestrian crossings. High-capacity trains serve complex,
multi-level stations that typically are spaced one mile apart.
Maximum service speeds range from 50 up to 70 mph. The existing Red Line between the
Airport and Louis Stokes Station at Windermere is electrified using a 600vDC overhead contact
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system (catenary) with high platform loading. An extension of the Red line would require a high
capital cost in order to construct additional catenary, power substations, high-platform stations
and grade separationsasanextensionofRTA‟sRedLineeastofWindermereorasabranch
line northeast of Superior Station adjacent to the CSX Short Line. The extension would provide
a one seat ride from Euclid to University Circle, Downtown and the Airport.

4.1.6 Diesel-Multiple Unit (DMU)
The development of diesel-multiple unit (DMU) railcars capable of operating on the Red Line
and freight railroad tracks makes this technology option a lower cost alternative to extending the
existing electrified Red Line. It is considered a shared right-of-way light rail technology option.
DMU have been successfully deployed in Portland, OR; Austin, TX; Dallas, TX; San Diego, CA
and Trenton, NJ. The DMU option was considered to be an appropriate technology for
extending the Red Line similar to the A-Train extension of the DART light rail line in Dallas. The
A-train is a 21-mile rail extension using freight railroad tracks connecting Denton County with
the DART light rail line at the Trinity Mills Station in Carrollton, TX. Passengers can transfer
across the shared platform to the DART Green Line, which provides access to Downtown
Dallas. In New Jersey, the River Line operates DMU trains between Camden and Trenton. The
DMU operate in city streets in Camden and then follow the Delaware River on the former
Bordentown-Trenton Branch of the former Conrail freight railroad. New Jersey Transit
purchased the branch line from Conrail in 1999 and today shares tracks with Norfolk-Southern
under an FRA approved operating agreement.

4.1.7 Rapid+
Rapid+ is a technology option that takes advantage of the Red Line infrastructure between
Windermere and the Airport by allowing light rail transit (LRT) trains to operate in mixed traffic
on city streets east of Windermere and on the Red Line west of Windermere. However, this
would require the procurement of new light rail vehicles (LRV) capable of operating on the Red
Line with high platform loading and in street running with low level boarding. Such LRV exist in
San Francisco, Buffalo and Pittsburgh. This technology option would provide significant
flexibility in tailoring operating plans to provide one-seat rides from the study area to University
Circle, Downtown and the Airport. This option also could permit routing trains from the Shaker
Heights light rail Blue/Green lines direct to the Airport.

4.2

Transit Technologies Considered

The transit technology options suggested for the Red Line/HealthLine extension study are
outlined in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Transit Technologies Considered for Build Alternatives
Typical Trip
Frequency

Station
spacing

Would
serve local
study area?

Capital
Cost per
mile

Typical
Platform
Height

Right-ofway

Local Bus

4-6/hr

1/4 mile

Yes

Low

Low

Limited Stop
Bus

4-6/hr

1/4 mile

Yes

Low

4-6/hr

1/2 mile

Yes

4-6/hr

1/2 mile

Rapid+

4-6/hr

HRT

DMU

Transit
Option

BRT Lite

Full BRT

Vehicle/
Power
System

Carry Forward
for Build
Alternative?

On-road

Diesel,
CNG or
hybrid

No

Low

On-road

Diesel,
CNG or
hybrid

No

Mid

Low

On-road

Diesel,
CNG or
hybrid

Yes

Yes

Mid

Low

On-road
Separate
lanes

Diesel,
CNG or
hybrid

Yes

1/2 mile

Yes

Mid to
High

High/Low

Red Line &
On-road

Electric

Yes

6-8/hr

1 mile

Yes

High

High

Gradeseparated

Electric

Yes

Limited to railroad
corridors.

6-8/hr

1 mile

Yes

Mid

High or
low

Freight RR
Corridor

Diesel/
Electric
Hybrid

Yes

Non-electrified
extension of Red Line
operated as shuttle

12

Comments
Already employed in
study area. Does not
meet Purpose and
Need
Would work well as
overlay service but
not as primary option
for capital
improvement.
May be appropriate
in segments of the
route alignments
where lack of
sufficient right-of-way
widthprecludes“full
BRT”option.
Requires substantial
right-of-way width or
conversion of one
traffic lane to BRT
use
Existing Red Line
vehicles would not be
able to operate in
mixed traffic
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Alignment Alternatives

Initial conceptual alternatives have been defined to test the potential applicability of the
appropriate transit technology options, route configurations and station options to meet the
goals and objectives of the Red Line/HealthLine extension study. The intention is to define a
set of build alternatives that maximize the transportation service benefits in a cost effective
manner while addressing the range of criteria established for the extension study, such as
maximizing transit accessibility and coverage while minimizing travel time and community
impacts. Many of the initial alignment alternatives resulted from public comments received
during public meetings and Open Houses and through comments received from the study
website and Facebook pages. Each alignment is illustrated in a separate Appendix to facilitate
review.
These alignments are first described and analyzed in the subsections that follow. In addition,
design options affecting minor adjustments to the alignment of several alternatives are expected
to be continuously refined as new information is developed. Maps of all build alternatives are
contained in Appendix A. For purposes of the Tier 1 screening, all termini are considered to be
in Cuyahoga County. An evaluation criterion is the potential for extensions to Lake County
termini, which may be considered in the Tier 2 screening.

5.1

Alignment Alternative A

Alignment Alternative A has several variants using differing technologies. They are explained
below:
Alignment Option A1
Alternative A1 is an electrified heavy rail extension that diverges from the Red Line at Superior
Station and runs north to Collinwood adjacent to the CSX Short Line freight railroad in the
former Cleveland Union Terminal (CUT) right-of-way, which is owned by CSX. At Collinwood the
alignment continues east adjacent to the CSX Chicago Line terminating near Euclid Square Mall
located at Babbitt Road in Euclid. This line would have the potential to be extended to Lake
County with stations in Wickliffe, Willoughby and potentially as far east as Mentor. Alternatives
to the heavy rail technology option could be the utilization of FRA compliant diesel-electric
hybrid rail technologies that could operate on Red Line tracks from University Circle and switch
over to the CSX tracks near Superior Station or operate adjacent to the CSXT on the
abandoned former CUT right-of-way.
Alignment Option A2
Option A2 is light rail transit/streetcar variant of Alternative A. This option is an electrified rail
rapid transit extension using high/low platform railcars (Rapid+) that diverges from the Red Line
at Superior Station and runs north to Collinwood adjacent to the CSX Short Line freight railroad
in the former CUT right-of-way. At Collinwood the alignment diverges from the railroad corridor
leaving the CSX railroad right-of-way in favor of street running north at East 152nd Street in
Collinwood and continuing east along Lake Shore Boulevard to Downtown Euclid. The route
could potentially be extended to Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.
Alignment Option A3
Option A3 is also a light rail transit/streetcar variant of Alternative A. This option is a Rapid+
technology option that diverges from the Red Line at Superior Station and runs north to
Collinwood adjacent to the CSX Short Line freight railroad in the former CUT right-of-way. At
Collinwood the alignment diverges from the railroad corridor leaving the CSX railroad right-ofway in favor of street running north at East 140th Street in Collinwood and continuing east along
Lake Shore Boulevard to Downtown Euclid. The route could potentially be extended to
Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.
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5.1.1 Engineering Analysis
The engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative A include the requirement to
construct a rail junction at Superior Station allowing rapid transit to divert from the existing Red
Line to the CSX owned right-of-way. The junction would need to include a flyover of the Norfolk
Southern (NS) tracks that are directly adjacent to the existing Red Line. This junction is
depicted in a plan view in Figure 5-1 below. The Short Line segment of the CSX railroad is built
on an elevated embankment from Superior Avenue to Collinwood. This right-of-way is
completely grade separated and originally contained space for four tracks configured for two
freight and two passenger tracks. The former two track CUT right-of-way is now used for highvoltage power transmission lines that occupy a good portion of the abandoned railroad corridor.
CSX has relocated its freight railroad tracks into the center of the right-of-way. Acquiring the
CUT right-of-way from CSX and relocating freight railroad tracks to one side or the other of the
Short Line would be extremely costly. Sharing tracks with the CSX in this segment of the
railroad for the diesel-electric hybrid technology option would likely not be permitted by the
railroad due to its concern for safety, liability, heavy volume of freight trains and capacity
limitations. Stations located along this segment of Alternative A would require vertical pedestrian
circulation to elevate people from street level to passenger platforms in the stations located on
the high embankment.

5.1.2 Operations Analysis
The Red Line extension would diverge from the existing alignment at Superior Station and
would operate as a branch of the Red Line to Collinwood continuing east to Euclid with a future
extension to Lake County at a terminus to be determined. The extension is characteristically
designed as a double track line with terminals for turning back. Depending on travel demand,
the headways of the two East Side branches of the Red Line (Collinwood/Euclid and
Windermere) might be different creating some difficulty at Superior Station for passengers who
boarded a train with final destination different than they wanted.
The structure of the system is clearly organized and could be easily understood by passengers
with proper destination signs and station wayfinding signage. One major interchange station is
established at the Cedar-University or Little Italy-University Circle Stations for changing trains
on the two East Side branches of the Red Line and connecting to local buses. A second major
interchange occurs at the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere.
Except for the branching near the Superior Station, this is a simple and direct operation with
little or no train conflict interferences occurring. Therefore the quality of operation can be
considered to be good.

5.2

Alignment Alternative B

Alternative B is an electrified heavy rail Red Line extension that begins at Louis Stokes Station
at Windermere and continues to run east adjacent to the Norfolk Southern (NS) freight railroad
corridor. Alternative B would terminate at the Euclid Park-N-Ride near the intersection of St Clair
Avenue and Babbitt Road in the vicinity of Euclid Square Mall. This line could potentially be
extended to Lake County with stations in Wickliffe, Willoughby and perhaps as far east as
Mentor. An alternative to the heavy rail technology would be the utilization of diesel-electric
hybrid commuter rail technologies that could operate on Red Line and Norfolk Southern tracks.

5.2.1 Engineering Analysis
The engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative B includes widening the railroad
embankment that supports the NS tracks to allow adjacent electrified heavy rail rapid transit
tracks to be constructed. In addition, new bridges would need to be constructed over major
roads to support grade separation of the rapid transit tracks. To avoid this expense, the
utilization of diesel-electric hybrid commuter rail technologies that could operate on Red Line
and Norfolk Southern tracks would mitigate this expenditure for heavy infrastructure. However,
thiswouldrequireacquiringtrackagerightsfromNorfolkSouthernandalleviatingtherailroad‟s
concernsaboutsafety,liabilityandcapacityasexpressedbytheAAR“keyprinciples.”Several
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stations located along Alternative B would require vertical pedestrian circulation to elevate
people from street level to passenger platforms in the stations located near major roadway
grade separations.

5.2.2 Operations Analysis
Alternative B would a Red Line extension from the existing alignment at Louis Stokes Station at
Windermere and would operate east to Euclid with a future extension to Lake County at a
terminus to be determined. The rapid transit extension is characteristically designed as a double
track line with terminals for turning back. The diesel-electric hybrid commuter train option would
share tracks with the Red Line and NS and would operate as a shuttle train operating from
either University Circle Station or Windermere to the eastern terminus of the extension.
Stations would need to be modified to allow boarding and alighting from low-floor rail vehicles
similar to the passenger platforms at the East 55th Street Station or Tower City that permit low
platform light rail trains and high platform Red Line trains to share station facilities.
The structure of the extension is clearly organized and intuitively obvious and would be easily
understood by passengers. One major interchange station is established at the Louis Stokes
Station at Windermere for optimized connections with local connecting bus services. A second
major interchange could occur at the University Circle Station where passengers could transfer
to local shuttle/circulator services serving the University Circle campus and area institutions.
Except for the diesel-electric hybrid technology option, this is a simple and direct operation with
little or no train conflict interferences occurring. A service track connecting the Red Line to the
NS lines is required if the diesel-electric hybrid technology options is pursued. The quality of
operation can be considered to be good.

5.3

Alignment Alternative C

AlternativeCisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcar extension that begins at
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs north to Hayden Avenue using the RTA-owned
private right-of-way. The alignment continues north on Hayden Avenue turning east along St.
Clair Avenue traveling to Five Points, which is the intersection of St. Clair, Ivanhoe Road and
East 152nd Street. At Five Points the alignment turns north on East 152nd Street and continues
north across the CSX railroad on the bridge to Waterloo Road, then turning east through the
Waterloo Arts District to East 156th Street. The alignment again turns north on East 156th Street
until reaching Lakeshore Boulevard, where it turns east to Downtown Euclid, with a potential
extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.

5.3.1 Engineering Analysis
There are no serious engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative C for bus or bus
rapid transit. For the LRT/streetcar options, the bridge across the CSX may not be able to
support tracks and loading as it is a highway bridge constructed to replace the former bridge
that did permit streetcars travel across it. This alignment from Windermere to the site of Euclid
Beach Park located along Lakeshore Boulevard served as a former streetcar route of the
Cleveland Transit System. The constraints for modern bus rapid transit or streetcar operation
would be the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way for either side or center running
and station location without disturbing general traffic flow. The Rapid+ option is facilitated by
the use of the infrastructure and right-of-way remaining from the former Red Line turning loop at
Windermere. The loop has a minimum turning radius of 130 feet, which can accommodate a
variety of light rail transit (LRT) and streetcar designs. The length of the loop is approximately
722 feet with an elevation change of about 16-18 feet. The loop could be reconstructed as a
ramp allowing LRT/streetcars to ascend/descend from the Red Line right-of-way to street level.
The approximate grade is 2.75 percent, which is within the nominal range of maximum grade for
LRT/streetcar technologies. Figure 5-2 shows the Windermere loop and potential route of the
ramp.
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Figure 5-2: Windermere Loop

5.3.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermerefollowingthealignmentasdescribed.The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextension
extends from the existing alignment just east of the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and
descends the reconstructed loop to street level and then follows the alignment as described.
The extension is characteristically designed as a double track line with terminals for turning
back, although the reconstructed loop could be a single track ramp signaled for ascending or
descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
The structure of the extension is clearly organized and intuitively obvious and would be easily
understood by passengers. Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized
change to local bus routes.
Except for the BRT station stop at Windermere, this is a simple and direct operation with little or
no conflict or operating interference occurring. Therefore the quality of operation can be
considered to be very good.
Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized change to local bus routes. A
possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at the proposed Downtown Euclid
terminus or at a potential future terminal at Shoregate Shopping Center as part of an extension
to Wickliffe in Lake County.

5.4

Alignment Alternative D

AlternativeDisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs north to Hayden Avenue using the RTA-owned
private right-of-way. The alignment continues north on Hayden Avenue turning east along St.
Clair Avenue traveling to Five Points, which is the intersection of St. Clair, Ivanhoe Road and
East 152nd Street. At Five Points the alignment continues east on St Clair Avenue to
Nottingham Road and turns north under the railroad overpass until reaching East 185th Street.
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At East 185th Street, the alignment turns north along East 185th Street serving the East 185th
commercial district up to Lakeshore Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns
east to Downtown Euclid with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake
County.

5.4.1 Engineering Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints or challenges associated with Alternative D for bus or
bus rapid transit. This alignment from Windermere to St. Clair and Nottingham Road served as
a former streetcar route of the Cleveland Transit System. The constraints for modern bus rapid
transit or streetcar operation would be the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way for
either side or center running and station location without disturbing general traffic flow. For
LRT/streetcar options, the one major challenge is negotiating the tight turning radius at
Nottingham and passing under the railroad overpass. The Rapid+ option is facilitated by the
use of the infrastructure and right-of-way remaining from the former Red Line turning loop at
Windermere similar to Alternative C. Further investigations into the potential for flooding after
severe rainstorms need to be investigated as part concept level engineering.

5.4.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermerefollowingthealignmentasdescribed.The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextension
extends from the existing alignment just east of the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and
descends the reconstructed loop to street level and then follows the alignment as described.
The extension is characteristically designed as a double track line with terminals for turning
back, although the reconstructed loop could be a single track ramp signaled for ascending or
descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
The structure of the extension is clearly organized and intuitively obvious and would be easily
understood by passengers. Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized
change to local bus routes.
Except for the BRT station stop at Windermere, this is a simple and direct operation with little or
no conflict or operating interference occurring. Therefore the quality of operation can be
considered to be very good.
Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized change to local bus routes. A
possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at the proposed Downtown Euclid
terminus or at a potential future terminal at Shoregate Shopping Center as part of an extension
to Wickliffe in Lake County.

5.5

Alignment Alternative E

AlternativeEisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to either Coit Road,
Noble Road or Ivanhoe Road. Separate descriptions of the route variations are discussed
below.
Alignment Option E1
AlternativeEisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Coit Road. At Coit
Road the alignment turns northwest to East 152nd where it turns north and travels along East
152nd Street to Five Points at Ivanhoe and St. Clair. At Five Points the alignment continues
north on East 152nd Street crossing over the CSX railroad on a bridge to Waterloo Road, then
turning east through the Waterloo Arts District to East 156th Street. The alignment again turns
north on East 156th Street until reaching Lakeshore Boulevard, where it turns east to Downtown
Euclid, with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.
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Alignment Option E2
AlternativeE2isaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbegins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Noble Road. At
Noble Road the alignment turns north to Woodworth Avenue where it turns west to East 152nd
Street where the route then turns north on East 152nd Street and travels to Five Points at St.
Clair. At Five Points the alignment continues north on East 152nd Street crossing over the CSX
railroad on a bridge to Waterloo Road, then turning east through the Waterloo Arts District to
East 156th Street. The alignment again turns north on East 156th Street until reaching
Lakeshore Boulevard, where it turns east to Downtown Euclid, with a potential extension to the
Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.
Alignment Option E3
AlternativeE3isaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbegins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Ivanhoe Road. At
Ivanhoe Road the alignment turns north to East 152nd and St. Clair. At Five Points the
alignment continues north on East 152nd Street crossing over the CSX railroad on a bridge to
Waterloo Road, then turning east through the Waterloo Arts District to East 156th Street. The
alignment again turns north on East 156th Street until reaching Lakeshore Boulevard, where it
turns east to Downtown Euclid, with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in
Lake County.

5.5.1 Engineering Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative E for bus orbus rapid
transit. This alignment from Five Points to the site of Euclid Beach Park located along
Lakeshore Boulevard served as a former streetcar route of the Cleveland Transit System. For
LRT/streetcar options, , the existing bridge across the CSX railroad may not be able to support
modern tracks and loading as it is a highway bridge constructed to replace the former bridge
that did permit vintage light weight streetcars to travel across it. The constraints for modern bus
rapid transit or streetcar operation would be the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way
for either side or center running and station location without disturbing general traffic flow. The
Rapid+ option is facilitated by the use of the infrastructure and right-of-way remaining from the
former Red Line turning loop at Windermere as described earlier for Alternatives C and D.

5.5.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermerefollowingthealignmentasdescribed.The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextension
extends from the existing alignment just east of the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and
descends the reconstructed loop to street level and then follows the alignment as described.
The extension is characteristically designed as a double track line with terminals for turning
back, although the reconstructed loop could be a single track ramp signaled for ascending or
descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
The structure of the extension is clearly organized and intuitively obvious and would be easily
understood by passengers. Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized
change to local bus routes. A possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at
the proposed Downtown Euclid terminus or at a potential future terminal at Shoregate Shopping
Center as part of an extension to Lake County.

5.6

Alignment Alternative F

Alternative F is a HealthLine busrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to East 276th Street
with a potential future extension to Wickliffe in Lake County.

5.6.1 Engineering Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative F for bus or bus rapid
transit. This alignment served as a former streetcar route of the Cleveland Transit System. The
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constraints for modern bus rapid transit or streetcar operation would be the roadway width to
support sufficient right-of-way for either side or center running and station location without
disturbing general traffic flow in certain segments of Euclid Avenue. For LRT/streetcar options,
the existing bridge across Euclid Creek may not be able to support modern LRT/streetcar tracks
and loading as it is a highway bridge constructed to replace the former bridge that did permit
vintage light-weight streetcars to travel across it. The Rapid+ option is facilitated by the use of
the infrastructure and right-of-way remaining from the former Red Line turning loop at
Windermere as described earlier for Alternatives C, D and E.

5.6.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermere followingthealignmentalongEuclidAvenueasdescribed.The“Rapid+”
LRT/streetcar extension extends from the existing alignment just east of the Louis Stokes
Station at Windermere and descends the reconstructed loop to street level and then follows the
alignment as described. The extension is characteristically designed as a double track line with
terminals for turning back, although the reconstructed loop could be a single track ramp
signaled for ascending or descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
This alignment extension could either replace the number 28 local bus or be a limited stop
service overlay of the number 28 bus route. The structure of the extension is clearly organized
and intuitively obvious and would be easily understood by passengers.
Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized change to other local bus
routes. A possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at the proposed East
276th Street terminus or at a potential future terminal as part of an extension to Wickliffe in Lake
County.

5.7

Alignment Alternative G

AlternativeGisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbegins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to either Coit, Noble
Road or Ivanhoe Road.
Alignment Option G1
AlternativeG1isaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbegins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to At Coit Road the
alignment turns northwest to East 152nd where it turns north and travels along East 152nd Street
to Five Points at Ivanhoe and St. Clair. At Five Points the alignment turns east on St Clair
Avenue to Nottingham Road and then turns north under the railroad overpass until reaching
East 185th Street. At East 185th Street, the alignment turns northeast and travels along East
185th Street serving the East 185th commercial district up to Lakeshore Boulevard. At
Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns east to Downtown Euclid with a potential extension to
the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.
Alignment Option G2
AlternativeGisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbegins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Noble Road. At
Noble Road the alignment turns north to Woodworth Avenue where it turns west to East 152nd
Street where the route then turns north on East 152nd Street and travels to Five Points at St.
Clair. At Five Points the alignment turns east on St Clair Avenue to Nottingham Road and then
turns north under the railroad overpass until reaching East 185th Street. At East 185th Street,
the alignment turns northeast and travels along East 185th Street serving the East 185th
commercial district up to Lakeshore Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns
east to Downtown Euclid with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake
County.
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Alignment Option G3
AlternativeGisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextension that begins
at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Ivanhoe Road. At
Ivanhoe Road the alignment turns north to East 152nd and St. Clair. At Five Points the
alignment turns east on St Clair Avenue to Nottingham Road and then turns north under the
railroad overpass until reaching East 185th Street. At East 185th Street, the alignment turns
northeast and travels along East 185th Street serving the East 185th commercial district up to
Lakeshore Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns east to Downtown Euclid
with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.

5.7.1 Engineering Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints or challenges associated with Alternative G for bus or
bus rapid transit. The constraints for modern bus rapid transit or streetcar operation would be
the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way for either side or center running and station
location without disturbing general traffic flow. In addition, a major challenge is negotiating the
tight turning radius at Five Points if using the Ivanhoe Road alignment options from Euclid
Avenue as the route turns east onto St Clair Avenue from Ivanhoe. For LRT/streetcar options, ,
another unique challenge is similar to the one described in Alternative D as the alignment turns
from St Clair onto Nottingham Road and then passing under the railroad overpass. The Rapid+
option is facilitated by the use of the infrastructure and right-of-way remaining from the former
Red Line turning loop at Windermere similar to Alternative C.

5.7.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermere following the alignment along Euclid Avenue to Coit, Noble or Ivanhoe Roads as
described.The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionextendsfromtheexistingalignmentjusteast
of the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and descends the reconstructed loop to street level
and then follows the alignment as described. The extension is characteristically designed as a
double track line with terminals for turning back, although the reconstructed loop could be a
single track ramp signaled for ascending or descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
The structure of the extension is clearly organized and intuitively obvious and would be easily
understood by passengers. Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized
change to local bus routes. A possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at
the proposed Downtown Euclid terminus or at a potential future terminal at Shoregate Shopping
Center as part of a future extension to Lake County.

5.8

Alignment Alternative H

AlternativeHisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to East 222d Street
where it turns northeast and terminates in Downtown Euclid. The alternative can potentially be
extended to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County by turning east along Lakeshore
Boulevard.

5.8.1 Engineering and Environmental Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative H for bus or bus rapid
transit. This alignment up to East 222nd Street served as a former streetcar route of the
Cleveland Transit System. The constraints for modern bus rapid transit or streetcar operation
would be the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way for either side or center running
and station location without disturbing general traffic flow in certain segments of Euclid Avenue
and along the narrow East 222nd Street. For LRT/streetcar options, the existing bridge across
Euclid Creek may not be able to support modern LRT/streetcar tracks and loading as it is a
highway bridge constructed to replace the former bridge that did permit vintage light-weight
streetcars to travel across it. The Rapid+ option is facilitated by the use of the infrastructure and
right-of-way remaining from the former Red Line turning loop at Windermere as described
earlier for Alternatives C, D, E and G.
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5.8.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermere following the alignment along Euclid Avenue up to East 222nd Street as described.
The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionextends from the existing alignment just east of the Louis
Stokes Station at Windermere and descends the reconstructed loop to street level and then
follows the alignment as described. The extension is characteristically designed as a double
track line with terminals for turning back, although the reconstructed loop could be a single track
ramp signaled for ascending or descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
This alignment extension could be a limited stop service overlay of the number 28 bus route for
a significant portion of the route. The structure of the extension is clearly organized and
intuitively obvious and would be easily understood by passengers.
Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized change to other local bus
routes. A possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at the proposed
Downtown Euclid terminus or at a potential future terminal as part of an extension to Shoregate
Shopping Center in Lake County.

5.9

Alignment Alternative I

Alternative I is a HealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthatbeginsat
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Chardon Road
where it turns northwest and runs to East 200th Street where it then turns northeast to Lakeshore
Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns east and terminates in Downtown
Euclid. The alternative can be extended to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County by
continuing east along Lakeshore Boulevard.

5.9.1 Engineering and Environmental Analysis
There are no fatal engineering constraints and challenges of Alternative I for bus or bus rapid
transit options. Although the alignment up to Chardon Road served as a former streetcar route
of the Cleveland Transit System, using Chardon Road for LRT/streetcar options will be costly.
Chardon Road crosses the NS mainline at-grade requiring a grade separation for the
LRT/streetcar option. The constraints for modern bus rapid transit or streetcar operation would
be the roadway width to support sufficient right-of-way for either side or center running and
station location without disturbing general traffic flow in certain segments of Euclid Avenue and
along the narrow East 200th Street. However, the existing bridge across Euclid Creek may not
be able to support modern LRT/streetcar tracks and loading as it is a highway bridge
constructed to replace the former bridge that did permit vintage light-weight streetcars to travel
across it. The Rapid+ option is facilitated by the use of the infrastructure and right-of-way
remaining from the former Red Line turning loop at Windermere as described earlier for
Alternative C.

5.9.2 Operations Analysis
The HealthLine bus rapid transit extension alternative would simply continue beyond
Windermere following the alignment along Euclid Avenue up to Chardon Road and then as
described.The“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionextendsfromtheexistingalignmentjusteast
of the Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and descends the reconstructed loop to street level
and then follows the alignment as described. The extension is characteristically designed as a
double track line with terminals for turning back, although the reconstructed loop could be a
single track ramp signaled for ascending or descending LRT/streetcar train movements.
This alignment extension could be a limited stop service overlay of the number 28 bus route for
a significant portion of the route. The structure of the extension is clearly organized and
intuitively obvious and would be easily understood by passengers.
Windermere remains the major interchange station for optimized change to other local bus
routes. A possible interchange point with Laketran could be constructed at the proposed
Downtown Euclid terminus or at a potential future terminal as part of an extension to Shoregate
Shopping Center in Lake County.
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Station Locations and Development Potential

To evaluate potential station sites for the Red Line/HealthLine extension, criteria were
developed and applied to potential station site locations. These criteria provide a rational basis
for establishing common goals and identifying similar needs for each station. No single criterion
is used to determine a station location; all criteria are applied equally. The criteria are helpful in
refining the footprint for each station and clarifying where adjustments might be needed (i.e., to
accommodate development opportunities). The criteria are described in Section 6.1 and the
evaluation of the alignments according to station locations and development potential are in
Section 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.

6.1

Station Location Criteria

Potential station locations were sited with a combination of quantitative and qualitative
measures, including:


Station spacing



Routes to station from surrounding street grid



Adjacent land uses
o

population

o

jobs

o

activity centers and attractions

For the first level of evaluation during Tier 1 screening, potential station locations were identified
using a coarse-level analysis of optimal station spacing and major origins/destinations and
connectivity to local bus routes. For alignments A and B within the freight corridor, an ideal
spacing of 1-mile was used; for all other, street-running options C through I an ideal spacing of
½-mile was used.
From this first rough sifting, actual routes to the station from the adjacent street grid were
analyzed; in some cases, the orientation of streets and/or excessive block length showed that
potential patrons within the typical ¼- and ½-mile walk radius of the station would actually have
a much longer walk to the station. Station locations were adjusted accordingly, either to pick up
these„lost‟patronsortoacknowledgeandbetterservetheadjacentcatchmentareafromwhich
patrons would be more likely to access the transit station.
Station placement also examined potential locations relative to origins and destination. For
residential uses, location evaluation placed emphasis on density and type of existing residential
development, paying special attention to multi-family housing areas and senior housing, two
products likely to have a higher-than-average number of riders, or riders likely to benefit from or
require a shorter walk to the station.
On the other end of the origin/destination equation, stations were located within convenient
distance to destinations such as retail centers, major employment centers, medical facilities and
education/cultural/civic institutions. In the case of uses with a large geographic footprint that
might cover multiple blocks, special attention was given to locating stations adjacent to primary
entrances, rather than just adjacent to the facility itself.
Finally, station location considered the potential revitalization or development that transit could
bring. In some cases, defined revitalization goals along a particular segment led to closer-thanaverage spacing. In other cases, significant parcels of vacant or underutilized land led to the
inclusion of a station in a location which would have otherwise seemed unattractive. Maps of all
alternatives and station locations are included in Appendix A.
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Evaluation of Alternatives by Adjacent Land Uses

The following provides a brief assessment of alignment alternatives from an urban planning
perspective, taking into consideration four key criteria. These include:
1) Access to major activity centers along an alignment (Corresponding Project Goal =
Mobility)
2) Consistency with local planning efforts (Corresponding Project Goal = Economy)
3) Residents and jobs within ¼-mile access of stations
4) Residents and jobs within ½-mile access of stations (Corresponding Project Goal =
Mobility)

6.2.1 Alternative A
Alternative A provides a heavy rail option direct route to the Collinwood area of the City of
Cleveland from the existing Red Line, branching at Superior Station. The alignment serves the
Euclid Square Mall area where the extension terminates near Babbitt Road. The alignment is
located primarily in freight railroad right-of-way adjacent to CSXT Short Line and then the CSXT
Chicago Line, which is adjacent to the I-90/SR-2 freeway.
Alternatives A1 and A2 options of operating light rail/streetcar or DMU technology options could
serve Lakeshore Boulevard and directly serve Euclid Beach Metro Park, Wildwood Lakefront
Metro Park, Humphrey Park, Villa Angela – St. Joseph High School, Euclid General Hospital.
This alternative is not consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. The station at East 185th Street supports the Nottingham Village and East 185th Street
redevelopment efforts. This alternative does not support East Cleveland or Euclid revitalization
planning efforts. The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are
noted in table 6-1 below.
Table 6-1: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
4,489
1,882
6,371

½-Mile
18,164
7,322
25,486

6.2.2 Alternative B
Alternative B provides a direct route to the Euclid Square Mall area where the extension
terminates at the Park-N-Ride lot near Babbitt Road. The alignment is located in freight railroad
right-of-way. The alignment is generally parallel to Euclid Avenue, which is generally about ¼mile south of the railroad alignment and never more than ½-mile away. The East 193rd Street
Station serves Duggan Park with easy walk access. Connectivity to RTA local buses occurs at
Noble Road Station and East 222nd Street. This alternative is marginally consistent with City of
Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair
Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham Road. The station at Dille Road supports the
Nottingham Village redevelopment efforts. This alternative does support revitalization efforts in
East Cleveland and Euclid.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 62 below.
Table 6-2: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
7,385
2,233
9,618
24

½-Mile
24,752
10,050
34,802
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6.2.3 Alternative C
Alternative C provides a direct route to the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland from the
existing Red Line/HealthLine branching at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be
either a BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. This alternative would serve
Lakeshore Boulevard and directly serve Five Points, Euclid Beach Metro Park, Wildwood
Lakefront Metro Park, Humphrey Park, Villa Angela – St. Joseph High School, Euclid General
Hospital and terminate in Downtown Euclid. Potential route extensions to Shoregate Shopping
Center would provide connectivity to Laketran local bus service.
This alternative is consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the Collinwood
neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue at Five Points. This alternative is consistent with
City of Euclid planning efforts to revitalize the lakefront and downtown area. This alternative
provides some revitalization opportunities in East Cleveland along Hayden Avenue.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 63 below.
Table 6-3: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
20,108
3,392
23,500

½-Mile
40,496
6,887
47,383

6.2.4 Alternative D
Alternative D provides a direct route to the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland from the
existing Red Line/HealthLine branching at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be
either a BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. This alternative would serve St
Clair Avenue and directly serve Five Points, Nottingham Village, East 185th Street commercial
district, Villa Angela – St. Joseph High School, Euclid General Hospital and terminate in
Downtown Euclid. Potential route extensions to Shoregate Shopping Center would provide
connectivity to Laketran local bus service.
This alternative is very consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. This alternative is consistent with City of Euclid planning efforts to revitalize the lakefront
and downtown area. This alternative provides some revitalization opportunities in East
Cleveland along Hayden Avenue.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 64 below.
Table 6-4: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
18,342
3,899
22,241

½-Mile
39,041
8,355
47,396

6.2.5 Alternative E
Alternative E provides a direct route to the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland from the
existing Red Line/HealthLine branching at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be
either a BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. This alternative would serve
Euclid Avenue up to either Coit Road or Noble Road and directly serve Five Points, Waterloo
Arts District, Euclid Beach Metro Park, Wildwood Lakefront Metro Park, Humphrey Park, Villa
Angela – St. Joseph High School, Euclid General Hospital and terminate in Downtown Euclid.
Potential route extensions to Shoregate Shopping Center would provide connectivity to Laketran
local bus service.
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This alternative is consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the Collinwood
neighborhood centered Five Points and the Waterloo Arts District. This alternative is consistent
with City of Euclid planning efforts to revitalize the lakefront and downtown area. This
alternative provides some revitalization opportunities in East Cleveland along Euclid Avenue
and possibly Coit Road.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 65 below.
Table 6-5: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
¼- Mile
½-Mile
Population
20,696
47,089
Jobs
4,109
7,905
Total
24,805
54,994

6.2.6 Alternative F
Alternative F is an extension of the Red Line/HealthLine on Euclid Avenue with an interface at
Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be either a BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar)
technology option. This alternative would serve Euclid Avenue and terminate in Euclid at East
276th Street. As indicated in Section 5.6, this could either be a replacement for RTA route 28 or
an overlay service. Potential route extensions to Wickliffe could provide connectivity to Laketran
local bus service.
This alternative is not consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. This alternative is consistent with City of Euclid planning efforts for Euclid Avenue. This
alternative provides good revitalization opportunities in East Cleveland along Euclid Avenue
between Windermere and Noble Road.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 66 below.
Table 6-6: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
12,604
4,224
16,828

½-Mile
31,273
11,009
42,282

6.2.7 Alternative G
Alternative G provides a direct route to the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland from the
existing Red Line/HealthLine branching at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be
either a BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. This alternative would serve
Euclid Avenue until either Coit Road or Ivanhoe Road and St Clair Avenue. The route would
serve Euclid Avenue, Five Points, Nottingham Village, East 185th Street commercial district,
Villa Angela – St. Joseph High School, Euclid General Hospital and terminate in Downtown
Euclid. Potential route extensions to Shoregate Shopping Center would provide connectivity to
Laketran local bus service.
This alternative is very consistent with City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. This alternative is consistent with City of Euclid planning efforts for Lakeshore Boulevard.
This alternative provides good revitalization opportunities in East Cleveland along Euclid
Avenue.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 67 below.
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Table 6-7: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
18,901
4,621
23,522

½-Mile
41,844
9,045
50,889

6.2.8 Alternative H

Alternative H follows Euclid Avenue to East 222nd Street in Euclid branching from the existing
Red Line/HealthLine at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be either a BRT or
Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. Alternative H does not provide a direct route to
the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland. This alternative would serve the industrial
complex located at East 222nd Street and Tungsten Road in Euclid, Euclid High School and the
Euclid Municipal Center. The route would terminate in Downtown Euclid. Potential route
extensions to Shoregate Shopping Center would provide connectivity to Laketran local bus
service.
This alternative does not support the City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. This alternative is consistent with City of Euclid planning efforts for revitalized parts of
Euclid Avenue and Downtown Euclid. This alternative provides revitalization opportunities in
East Cleveland along Euclid Avenue between Windermere and Noble Road.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 68 below.
Table 6-8: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
15,359
5,170
20,529

½-Mile
35,688
11,703
47,391

6.2.9 Alternative I

Alternative I follows Euclid Avenue to Chardon Road/East 200th Street in Euclid branching from
the existing Red Line/HealthLine at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere. This could be either a
BRT or Rapid+ (light rail/streetcar) technology option. Alternative I does not provide a direct
route to the Collinwood area of the City of Cleveland. This alternative would serve the industrial
complex located at East 200th Street and Tungsten Road in Euclid. The route would terminate
in Downtown Euclid. Potential route extensions to Shoregate Shopping Center would provide
connectivity to Laketran local bus service.
This alternative does not support the City of Cleveland planning efforts to revitalize the
Collinwood neighborhood centered on St. Clair Avenue between Five Points and Nottingham
Road. This alternative is consistent with City of Euclid planning efforts for revitalized parts of
Euclid Avenue and Downtown Euclid. This alternative provides some revitalization opportunities
in East Cleveland along Euclid Avenue between Windermere and Noble Road.
The number of residents and jobs located within the station catchment area are noted in table 69 below.
Table 6-9: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Criteria
Population
Jobs
Total

¼- Mile
18,852
5,026
23,878

½-Mile
40,360
10,012
50,372

6.2.10 Summary
Alternative A has the lowest number of people living or working within ¼-mile or ½-mile of
station locations of any of the alternatives examined. Alternative B has the second lowest
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number of people living or working within ¼-mile or ½-mile of station locations. This is a direct
consequence of being located in freight railroad corridors with little or no walk access to
neighborhoods where people reside and station spacing twice the average distance of the
alternatives utilizing BRT or Rapid + technology options. Any potential extension of the Red
Line along the railroad corridors would have to rely on automobile and local bus access trips.
Alternative E has the highest number of people living within ¼-mile and ½-mile of station
locations. Alternative H has the highest number of jobs located within ¼-mile and ½-mile of
station locations. Alternative E, G and I are the alternatives with highest number of total people
and jobs living within ½-mile of stations while Alternatives E, I and C have the highest number of
people living within ¼-mile of station locations. The summary of all alternatives is found in table
6-10.
Table 6-10: Residents and Jobs within Station Catchment Area
Alternatives

A

B

Population
Jobs
Total

4,489
1,882
6,371

7,385
2,233
9,618

Population
Jobs
Total

18,164
7,322
25,486

24,752
10,050
34,802

C
D
E
¼-Mile Catchment Area
20,108 18,342 20,696
3,392
3,899
4,109
23,500 22,241 24,805
½-Mile Catchment Area
40,496 39,041 47,089
6,887
8,355
7,905
47,383 47,396 54,994

F

G

H

I

12,604
4,224
16,828

18,901
4,224
23,125

15,359
5,170
20,529

18,852
5,026
23,878

31,273
11,009
42,282

41,844
9,045
50,889

35,688
11,703
47,391

40,360
10,012
50,372

A more detailed discussion about development potential is contained in Section 6.3 below.

6.3

Evaluation of Development Potential by Alignment Segments

The alignment alternatives can be broken down into 11 segments; some segments are shared
among multiple alignments, in which case station location is standardized, while other segments
are unique to a single alignment. Maps and descriptions of the segments are included in
Appendix B. These 11 segments do not encompass every block of every alternative, but do
describe the primary service characteristics and development opportunities of the alignments
under consideration. Qualitative analysis of these segments highlights the differences among
the alignments, and provides a useful comparative tool in identifying those alignments which
should move forward into Tier 2 screening.
Broadly speaking, the alternatives can be divided into 3 corridors: the Freight Corridor
(Alignments A and B), the Lakeshore Corridor (Alignments C, D, E and G) and the Euclid Ave
Corridor (Alignments F, H and I). The Freight Corridor is, as the name implies, a rail option.
The Lakeshore and Euclid Ave corridor alternatives can be either BRT or Rapid+(LRTStreetcar) technology options.

6.3.1 Five Points
Not a segment but an important node, Five Points is the historic central business district of
Collinwood. This potential station location is included on all four of the alignments in the
„Lakeshore‟family,andcapturessignificant existing residential density, a high school and
industrial opportunity within a half-mile of the station. This station is also likely to promote
revitalization along one or more of the five collectors that intersect to give the area its name.

6.3.2 Vacant Land at Babbitt & St. Clair
At over 150 acres, this area represents the largest potential redevelopment area along any of
the alignments. Both Freight Rail Corridor alignments serve this area, while only one of the
BRT or Rapid+ alternatives, Alternative F, provides stations in this area.
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6.3.3 Vacant Industrial Land along NS
These large areas of vacant land area could be served by six of the nine alternatives and all
three corridors. These parcels would be most directly served by rail Alternative B, with stations
placed adjacent to or within ¼-mile of the parcels in question; Alternatives E, F, G, H and I
would also provide stations adjacent to, or within ¼-mile to ½-mile of the parcels, well within
best practice and TOD guidelines for optimal station coverage. The extent of brownfield
contamination of these parcels is unknown at this time.

6.3.4 Euclid Ave: East Cleveland
This section of Euclid Avenue, from existing Windermere station to Ivanhoe Street represents
both a revitalization priority as well as civic and community hub. This segment would be served
by six of the nine alternatives and all three corridors. BRT/Rapid+ alignments E, F, G, H and I
would serve Euclid Avenue directly, while Freight Corridor Alignment B would run less than a ¼mile parallel and northwest of Euclid. Service along this corridor is one of the segments where
closer, more urban station spacing may be appropriate, and could assist in promoting
reinvestmentinthearea‟sextensivecommercialandresidentialvacancy.

6.3.5 Euclid Ave: London to Dille
This segment of Euclid Ave is marked by high residential density, including significant multifamily development, as well as a major employment hub in the form of Euclid Business Park.
This section of Euclid Ave has seen considerably less disinvestment that the WindermereIvanhoe section immediately to the south, and would be served by Freight Corridor alignment B
aswellasallthreealignmentsinthe„EuclidAve‟corridor.Thelatter,BRT/Rapid+alignments
would place stops directly on Euclid Avenue, while the freight corridor alignment would place
stops ½ mile parallel and northeast. Either families of alignments would also have the potential
to pick up the industrial vacancies on the north side of the NS corridor; the extent of brownfield
contamination of these parcels in unknown at this time.

6.3.6 Downtown Euclid via 222nd St

ThissegmentisexclusivetoBRT/Rapid+alignmentH,andwouldprovideservicetoEuclid‟s
mile-long„mainstreet‟.Thissegmentwouldservicethepubliclibrary,high school, city hall, the
Shore Culture Center as well as downtown Euclid itself. Although this segment is largely
developed, enhanced transit would reinforce City identity and promote development
intensification opportunities.

6.3.7 Downtown Euclid via Lakeshore
This segment is serviced by all four alignments in the Lakeshore Boulevard Corridor
alternatives, Alignments C, D, E and G. Alignment I also provides partial service to this corridor,
serving the northern three of the five potential stations in this alignment. This segment
terminates in and services downtown Euclid, and would promote densification of the largely
built-out uses along Lakeshore Boulevard.

6.3.8 Hayden / St. Clair
This largely 1- and 2-family residential neighborhood offers transit investment primarily in the
form of reinvestment in existing housing stock. This segment would be most directly served by
six stations along Alignment C and D, although Alignment A (freight corridor) could capture a
portion of these potential transit users from a single station at Woodworth and St. Clair.

6.3.9 St. Clair Corridor to East 185th
This segment serves a mix of residential and industrial properties, with a modest amount of
vacant land within walking distance of the potential station locations. This area also houses the
Cleveland Industrial Innovation Center at 172nd. This segment would be served only by two
alignments, both of them within the Lakeshore Corridor family of options. The extent of
brownfield contamination on vacant and redevelopment parcels is unknown at this time.
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6.3.10 East 152nd / 156th Route to Lakeshore
This segment passes through densely developed residential neighborhoods between Five
Points and Lakeshore Boulevard. This area would be served by two of the four Lakeshore
Corridor BRT/Rapid+ options. There are no clear redevelopment opportunities of significant
size along this length of corridor.

6.3.11 East 185th and East 200th Routes to Lakeshore
These segments offer two alternatives for connecting segments south of the Lakeland Freeway
northward to corresponding Lakeshore Boulevard segments. The East 185th and East 200th St
corridors represent parallel routes approximately ½ mile apart, and would be included in
Alignments D and G (E. 185th) and Alternative I (E. 200th). Both segments run through densely
populated neighborhoods which would offer transit-supportive investment in existing properties
rather than new transit-oriented development.

6.3.12 Summary: Development Potential
As shown in the accompanying table 6-11 and per the preceding discussion, each of the 11
segments can be broadly classified into either high or low development potential. Noting how
many and which of the high development potential segments are included in a particular
alternative provides a number of conclusions useful in comparative analysis of the alignments.

Low
Devt. High Development
Potenti Potential
al

Table 6-11: Development Potential by Segment
HRT/DMU BRT/Rapid+
Segment/Alternative
A
B
C D E F

G

H

I

Five Points
Vacant Land: Babbitt & St. Clair
Vacant Land: Industrial Land on NS
Euclid Ave: East Cleveland
Euclid Ave: London to Dille
St. Clair Corridor: Five Points to E. 185th
Downtown Euclid via E. 222nd
Downtown Euclid via Lakeshore
Hayden / St. Clair
E. 152nd /E. 156th Routes to Lakeshore
E. 185th / E. 200th Routes to Lakeshore
Freight Corridor
Lakeshore via Five Points Corridor
Euclid Ave Corridor

Freight Corridor Alternatives
Of the two freight corridor alignments, Alternative B is superior to Alternative A in providing
service to a larger number of segments with high development potential.
Lakeshore via Five Points Corridor
Of the four Lakeshore alignments, Alternative G is superior in providing access to the largest
number of potential development sites, and in providing access to all the high development
potential segments serviced by this corridor. Alternative G serves more high development
potential sites than any other alternative.
Euclid Avenue Corridor
Alternatives in this corridor have a number of unique attributes. Showing strong redevelopment
potential, Alternative F is the only BRT/Rapid+ alternative to offer service to the 150+ acres of
development potential at Babbitt and St. Clair. Alternative H, in turn, offers strong potential in
serving and reinforcing existing uses by being the only option that serves the corridor of public,
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civic and cultural uses adjacent to downtown Euclid, as well as downtown Euclid itself. Of the
three Euclid Avenue options, Alignment I holds the least potential as land use analysis uncovers
no strong reason for routing along East 200th--the only segment that differentiates Options H
and I--either in terms of reinvestment in existing development or promoting new development.

7.

Environmental Review of Initial Alternatives

The environmental review was conducted in accordance with guidance prepared by the Ohio
DepartmentofTransportation(ODOT)for“RedFlag”analysis.Thecompleteanalysisand
accompanying maps are found in the Environmental Red Flag Analysis Report (November
2013). The analysis focused on the following criteria for each alternative:
1) Potential impacts to the following resources:
a. Cultural and historical resources
b. 4(f) features
c. Hazardous materials and solid waste sites
d. Threatened and endangered species
e. Water resources including FEMA areas, wetlands, streams and floodplains
2) Potential noise impacts to communities and residents were not measured or evaluated
as part of the Red Flags analysis. Although the number of sensitive receptors is a
criterion for the Tier 1 screening process it was not used because the noise generated
by heavy rail rapid transit trains, LRT/streetcars and bus rapid transit vehicles are
masked by the ambient noise levels. Therefore, noise could not be used as
discriminator for the Tier 1 screening. More detailed environmental analysis will be
conducted in the Tier 3 screening of the preferred Build alternative when compared to
the No Build and Do Minimum alternatives.
The following subsections summarize the findings of the Environmental Red Flag Analysis
Report.

7.1

Alignment Alternative A

Alternative A contains three properties determined eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places, and one cemetery whose eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places is not
known. This alternative uses an electrified heavy rail extension and may cause vibrations to
property 1743-49 Eddy Road which is in close proximity to the proposed rail line. The industrial
building, CUY-786-11, is a further distance from the proposed rail line and would experience
minor vibrations.
There are four mapped Section 4(f) resources, one public school, two playgrounds, and one
park. These resources will experience noise and vibration to the heavy rail line used in this
alternative due to the proximity and peak times of service. However, the noise and vibration of
the heavy rail extension would be masked by the existing level of freight railroad noise and
would not have any significant impact on the existing ambient noise emanating from the railroad
corridor.
Due to the heavy industries that use the railroad corridor for transportation of products and
supplies, there are many sources of hazardous waste and contamination on this alignment.
Alternative A includes 42 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: two Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS), seven
CERCLIS No Further Remedial Action Planned (CERCLIS-NFRAP), three Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act - Treatment, Storage and Disposal (RCRA-TSDF), 13
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Large Quantity Generators (RCRA-LQG), three US
BROWNFIELDS (U.S. Brownfields), and 14 Ohio Division of Emergency & Remedial
Response‟sDatabase(OHDERR)sites.
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Nine-Mile Creek and Euclid Creek cross Alternative A as well as eight subsurface streams that
have been culverted and placed underground. In addition, Euclid Creek also has one FEMA
Firm floodplain zone area that may create a need for a special permit during construction of this
alternative.

7.2

Alignment Alternative B

Alternative B is an electrified heavy rail line that may cause noise and vibration issues for
residents along its route, but the noise would be masked by the existing ambient noise
generated by heavy freight trains in the same right-of-way. There is only one property
determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Also, Alternative B includes
approximately seven mapped Section 4(f) resources: two playgrounds, one public pool, and four
parks.
This alternative includes 58 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: one CERCLIS, nine
CERCLIS-NFRAP, four RCRA-TSDF, 22 RCRA-LQG, six US BROWNFIELDS, and 16 OH
DERR sites. This area was a heavy industrial area.
Nine –Mile Creek crosses this alternative with four subsurface streams flowing underground. In
addition, Alternative B is within one FEMA Firm floodplain zone.

7.3

Alignment Alternative C

AlternativeCisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionandwillonly
moderately affect the noise and vibration levels in the communities it will serve because the
ambient noise from existing street traffic and adjacent freight railroad corridors mask the sound
of passes buses and LRT trains. Alternative C contains three properties listed in the National
Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places, one columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places
is not known, and six Cleveland Landmarks whose eligibility for the National Register of Historic
Places is not known. While these structures have historical significance, they are also public
facilities that would benefit from the enhanced public transit system.
This alternative also includes approximately 12 mapped Section 4(f) resources: two public
schools, one playground, two trails/bikeways, one state park, and five parks. Increased public
transit access would also increase public usage of these facilities. Alternative C would also
follow along the Cleveland Lakefront State Park Bikeway and special markings and provisions
will need to be engineered to provide safe access and usage for bicyclists.
Alternative C includes 11 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: one CERCLIS-NFRAP, one
RCRA-LQG, five US BROWNFIELDS, three OH DERR and one Ohio Brownfields (OH
BROWNFIELDS) sites. Three of the US Brownfields are located to the south of the proposed
alignment and will not pose a threat.
Due to the proximity to Lake Erie, water resources may pose a concern as there are seventeen
subsurface streams intersecting this alignment. In addition, alternative C also crosses Euclid
Creek with an additional area of suspect wetland and one FEMA Firm floodplain zone.

7.4

Alignment Alternative D

AlternativeDisalsoaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionand
provides moderate noise and vibration risk to the communities in which it will travel but is not
considered to be a factor due to the high ambient noise levels. The alignment contains four
properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for
the National Register of Historic Places, one columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the
National Register of Historic Places is not known, and three Cleveland Landmarks whose
eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places is not known. These cultural resources may
see a spike in attendance due to the increase of transit options as many of these resources are
churches, schools and theatres.
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This alignment includes approximately 11 mapped Section 4(f) resources: five public schools,
one playground, two trails/bikeways, and three parks. As this alternative will see an increase in
public transit, safety of the public will be a priority as this alignment shares the route of the
Cleveland Lakefront State Park Bikeway.
Alternative D includes 22 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: five CERCLIS-NFRAP, three
RCRA-LQG, seven US BROWNFIELDS, six OH DERR, and one OH BROWNFIELDS sites.
Due to the industrial activity seen on St. Clair Avenue, this route has numerous OH-DERR sites
and RCRA-LQG sites.
Fifteen subsurface streams intersect this alignment and it has two FEMA Firm floodplain zones.
Euclid Creek also intersects this alignment.

7.5

Alignment Alternative E

AlternativeEisalsoaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcar extension and
provides moderate noise and vibration risk to the communities in which it will travel but is not
considered to be a factor due to the high ambient noise levels. It contains two properties listed
in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places, one columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places is not known, and six Cleveland Landmarks whose eligibility for the
National Register of Historic Places is not known. Sub-alternative E1 contains one property
listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Sub-alternative E2 contains three properties
listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places, one cemetery whose eligibility for the National Register of
Historic Places is not known, and one Cleveland Landmark whose eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places is not known. Sub-alternative E3 does not impact any historic
properties, landmarks, or cemeteries.
Alternative E includes approximately 11 mapped section 4(f) resources: one public school, one
playground, two trails/bikeways, one state park, and five parks. Sub-alternative E1 includes
approximately two mapped section 4(f) resources: one public school and one playground. Subalternative E2 has the same Section 4(f) resource sites as sub-alternative E1, and would not
add any additional sites if the sub-alternative was selected. Sub-alternative E3 does not impact
any section 4(f) resources. This alignment contains many cultural and historic resources, so
public safety will need to be a priority.
This alternative includes five mapped hazardous material/waste sites: two US BROWNFIELDS,
two OH DERR, and one OH BROWNFIELDS sites. Sub-alternative E1 includes 14 mapped
hazardous material/waste sites: two CERCLIS, one RCRA-TSDF, six RCRA-LQG, three US
BROWNFIELDS, and two OH DERR sites. Sub-alternative E2 includes 10 mapped hazardous
material/waste sites: two CERCLIS-NFRAP, two RCRA-LQG, 2 US BROWNFIELD, and four
OH DERR mapped hazardous material/waste sites. If selected, sub-alternative E3 would add no
additional hazardous materials/waste sites.
Alternative E2 has the least amount of risk to subsurface streams when compared to
Alternatives E1 and E3. Due to the proximity to Lake Erie, this alternative crosses many
subsurface streams and Nine-Mile Creek. There is also one area of suspect wetland and it is
within one FEMA Firm floodplain zone, while sub-alternatives E1-E3 add no additional FEMA
FIRM floodplain zones if the sub-alternatives are selected.

7.6

Alignment Alternative F

Alternative F contains two properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one
property determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, and three cemeteries
whose eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places is not known. Since this alternative
isaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LART/streetcarextension,there will be minimal
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effects of noise and vibration to the communities but is not considered to be a factor due to the
high ambient noise levels.
This alternative includes approximately five mapped Section 4(f) resources: two public schools,
one playground, and two parks. Alternative F includes 25 mapped hazardous material/waste
sites: one CERCLIS, three CERCLIS-NFRAP, three RCRA-TSDF, seven RCRA-LQG, five US
BROWNFIELDS, and six OH DERR sites. The majority of these hazardous materials and
waste sites are located north of the respective alignment and will pose very little risk to the
patrons of this alternative.
This alternative contains nineteen subsurface streams and three surface streams. There are
areas of suspect wetlands and within five FEMA Firm floodplain zones.

7.7

Alignment Alternative G

AlternativeGisalsoaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionand
provides moderate noise and vibration risk to the communities in which it will travel but is not
considered to be a factor due to the high ambient noise levels. Alternative G contains three
properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for
the National Register of Historic Places, one columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the
National Register of Historic Places is not known, and two Cleveland Landmarks whose
eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places is not known. Sub-alternative G1 contains
one property listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Sub-alternative G2 contains three
properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined eligible for
the National Register of Historic Places, one cemetery whose eligibility for the National Register
of Historic Places is not known, and one Cleveland Landmark whose eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places is not known. Sub-alternative G3 does not impact any historic
properties, landmarks, or cemeteries.
This alignment contains many schools, churches and theatres. This alternative includes
approximately nine mapped Section 4(f) resources: four public schools, one playground, two
trails/bikeways, and two parks. Sub-alternative G1 includes approximately two mapped section
4(f) resources: one public school and one playground. Sub-alternative G2 has the same Section
4(f) resource sites as sub-alternative G1, and would not add any additional sites if the subalternative was selected. Sub-alternative G3 does not impact any section 4(f) resources. This
route also shares the Cleveland Lakefront State Park Bikeway and will have special safety
concern needs.
There are 17 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: four CERCLIS-NFRAP, three RCRALQG, four US BROWNFIELDS, five OH DERR, and one OH BROWNFIELDS sites. Subalternative G1 includes 14 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: two CERCLIS, one RCRATSDF, six RCRA-LQG, three US BROWNFIELDS, and two OH DERR mapped hazardous
material/waste sites. Sub-alternative G2 includes 9 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: two
CERCLIS-NFRAP, two RCRA-LQG, two US BROWNFIELDS, and three OH DERR sites. Subalternative G3 would add no additional hazardous materials/waste sites. Many of these sites
are centered at G1 and G2 and will need special permits if these alignments are chosen. There
are three US Brownfields that are located on G1, G2, and G3 respectively. The remaining two
US Brownfields are east of the designated route and pose very little risk.
Twenty-one subsurface streams intersect the proposed alignment with two FEMA Firm
floodplain zones, while sub-alternatives G1-G3 add no additional FEMA FIRM floodplain zones
if the sub-alternatives are selected.

7.8

Alignment Alternative H

ThisalternativeisaHealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextension;therewill
be minimal effects of noise and vibration to the communities but is not considered a factor due
to the existing high ambient noise levels. Alternative H contains four properties listed in the
National Register of Historic Places, two properties determined eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places, and three cemeteries and one columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the
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National Register of Historic Places is not known. This alignment contains many cemeteries,
churches and schools. The public will benefit from having enhanced transit options.
Alternative H includes approximately 12 mapped Section 4(f) resources: three public schools,
one playground, one trail/bikeway, one public pool, and six parks. This alignment has many
cultural and public facilities and will benefit the public for increased transit options. Also, this
route shares the Cleveland Lakefront State Park Bikeway and will need special provisions for
markings and public safety.
In addition, this alternative includes 34 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: one CERCLIS,
five CERCLIS-NFRAP, four RCRA-TSDF, 11 RCRA-LQG, six US BROWNFIELDS, and seven
OH DERR sites. Two of the six US Brownfields are located directly on the proposed route. The
remaining four US Brownfields are north of the alignment and pose very little risk.
Alternative H has fifteen subsurface streams intersecting the alignment and one surface stream,
Euclid Creek. In addition, there is one FEMA Firm floodplain zone.

7.9

Alignment Alternative I

Alternative I also is a HealthLinebusrapidtransitor“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionand
provide moderate noise and vibration risk to the communities in which it will travel but is not
considered to be a factor due to the existing high ambient noise levels. Alternative I contains
four properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one property determined
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, and three cemeteries and one
columbarium/cemetery whose eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places is not known.
Alternative I includes approximately nine mapped Section 4(f) resources: three public schools,
one playground, one trail/bikeway, and four parks. Alternative I is a HealthLine bus rapid transit
or“Rapid+”LART/streetcarextension,there will be minimal effects of noise and vibration to the
communities. This alternative also shares the Cleveland Lakefront State Park Bikeway and
special provision for public safety will need to be made.
This alternative includes 29 mapped hazardous material/waste sites: two CERCLIS, three
CERCLIS-NFRAP, three RCRA-TSDF, eight RCRA-LQG, seven US BROWNFIELDS, and six
OH DERR sites. There are two US Brownfields sites located directly on the proposed route and
the remaining four sites are north of the route and pose very little risk to the public.
Fifteen subsurface streams intersect the alignment with Euclid Creek intersecting it as well.
Alternative I is approximately within two FEMA Firm floodplain zones.

8.

Comparative Evaluation of Initial Alternatives

A comparison of how well each alternative meets the study goals and objectives and Tier 1
screening criteria is presented in this section.
The qualitative scoring process as outlined in the Alternatives Analysis Methodology Report
(November 2013) involves filling in a Multiple Accounts Evaluation matrix that has a listing of
evaluationcriteriaandalistingofeachalternative.Basedonatechnicalevaluation,a“score”is
given to each alternative for each criterion. Because this process tends to be subjective, caution
must be exercised when employing this technique. This technique should be used as a helpful
guide not an absolute formula. Table 8-1 provides a framework for the scoring of qualitative
assessments based on a seven-point scale as noted in table 8-1:
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Table 8-1: Framework for Qualitative Assessment

Scale of benefit/effect

Number of people or instances affected by the benefit/effect
Majority
Moderate
Isolated
None
Significantly positive







-

Moderately positive







-







-

-

-

-

-







-

Moderately adverse







-

Significantly adverse







-

Slightly positive
None
Slightly adverse

An example of this scoring can be seen in a qualitative assessment of noise impacts. The noise
levels of heavy rail trains are quite high and can have a significant impact on sensitive noise
receptors such as schools, hospitals, churches, performing arts centers and residential
dwellings. The scale of the effect is significantly adverse. If the number of people or instances
affectedbythenoiseisisolated,thenthequalitativescoreforthealternativeis“moderate.”
Table 8-2 presents the Tier 1 screening comparisons of the features and characteristics
described in earlier sections of this report. The following subsections compare and contrast the
alternatives based on the study goals and objectives.

8.1

Mobility

For the Tier 1 screening, mobility benefits are measured by accessibility to the system.
Accessibility is measured by the number of people living or working within ½-mile of station
entrances, which is the FTA New Starts criterion for project evaluation. The Tier 1 screening
analysis also examined the ¼-mile meter catchment, which is the Greater Cleveland standard
for comfortable walk distance during the extreme cold of the winter season. Alternative E has
the highest number of people residing within the ¼-mile and ½-mile station catchments areas
while Alternative A has the lowest. Alternative G has the second highest number of people
residing within the ¼-mile and ½-mile station catchments areas. Access to major activity
centers along an alignment (ranked as high, moderate or low), access to intermodal interchange
(number of intermodal interchanges and ranked as high, moderate, low) and access to major
attractions served by alignment were also assessed. Alternative A has the lowest overall
access score.

8.2

Economy

This goal is measured by how each alternative promotes economic competitiveness and
regional vitality by examining opportunities for redevelopment and economic regeneration in the
communities served by each Build alternative. Alternative G has the highest rating for economic
development potential. Alternative A has the lowest score for economic development potential
and TOD opportunities being located in the CSX railroad corridor.

8.3

Environment

A high level environmental assessment will be completed for the preferred alternative as part of
the Business Case documentation. For the Tier 1 screening of the alternatives analysis the
environmentalreviewconsistedofafatalflawsor“RedFlags”analysis.Thishighlevelreview
consisted of a GIS mapping exercise and a strategic review of potential environmental effects.
There were no fatal flaws in the alternatives that advanced to the Tier 2 screening.
Environmental impacts are generally slightly or moderately adverse for most alternatives.
Alternative A has significantly adverse noise impacts due to the high embankment of the right36
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of-way and the spillover effects of noise into residential neighborhoods located adjacent to the
railroad corridor. Alternatives A and B are the least favorable alternatives from a potential noise
impact perspective. However, as these alternatives are in freight railroad corridors, the noise
from the heavy rail rapid transit trains are masked by the freight railroad trains. It is expected
that the slight or moderately adverse impacts identified for all the other alternatives could be
mitigated with appropriate environmental mitigation strategies.Therefore,environmental“red
flags”cannotbeusedasadiscriminatoramongtheBRTandrapid+alternativesCthroughI.

8.4

Livability

Thegoalforlivabilityistoprotectandenrichpeople‟slivesbymaximizingsafetyandaccessto
opportunities for all. Livability initiatives are intended to increase sustainability by reducing the
dependence on automobile use for mobility helping to create safe streets, reduce energy use
and emissions, reduce impacts on the natural and built environment, and support more efficient
land use patterns. The measures for this goal include:


Length of line and number of stations and average station spacing



Number of affordable housing units (minimize impacts on community cohesion).



Access to green space/parks and other cultural resources

Alternatives C, E and G are among the longest routes while Alternative B is the shortest.
Alternative A has the fewest number of stations and Alternative G has the highest number of
stations. Alternative F serves the highest concentration of affordable housing units as it serves
the Euclid Avenue travel corridor only.
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Table 8-2: Summary of Evaluation Results
Screening Criteria
People
¼
Jobs
mile
Total
People
½
Jobs
mile
Mobility
Total
Intermodal connections
Attractions/activity centers
HRT/DMU
Technology BRT
Rapid+
Local plan consistency
High
TOD
Low
Economy
Total
Joint development
Operational issues
Capital cost/utility impacts
Potential noise impacts
Environment Potential impacts
Environmental Red Flags
Length (miles)
New Stations
Livability
Spacing (miles)
Affordable housing (units)
Parks/green space (acres)
Advanced to Tier 2 Analysis?
Legend: = Yes;  = No

Comments

Alt A
4,489
1,882
6,371
18,164
7,322
25,486






1
1
2






7.43
5
1.49
674
6

Alt B
7,385
2,233
9,618
24,752
10,050
34,802






4
0
4




(-)

6.51
7
0.93
1,546
0

Alt C
20,108
3,392
23,500
40,496
6,887
47,383






2
2
4





(-)
9.34
16
0.58
1,091
20.2

Alt D
18,342
3,899
22,241
39,041
8,355
47,396






3
2
5






9.21
17
0.54
731
20.2

Alt E
20,696
4,109
24,805
47,089
7,905
54,994






4
1
5






9.38
17
0.55
1,351
19.8

Alt F
12,604
4,224
16,828
31,273
11,009
42,282






4
0
4




(-)
(-)
6.78
14
0.48
2,229
0

Alt G
18,901
4,224
23,125
41,844
9,045
50,889






5
1
6




(-)

9.26
18
0.51
991
20

Alt H
15,359
5,170
20,529
35,688
11,703
47,391






4
0
4




(-)

9.07
18
0.50
984
123.6

Alt I
18,852
5,026
23,878
40,360
10,012
50,372






4
1
5




(-)
(-)
9.07
17
0.53
984
20.2



















Severe
impact
to CSX

Red Line
extension

Similar
to Alt E
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Alternatives Eliminated or Advanced to Tier 2 Screening

The rationale for the determining which initial Build alternatives are being eliminated and which
are being advanced to more detailed technical analysis as part of the Tier 2 screening process
is summarized in Table 9-1 below:
Table 9-1: Summary of Evaluation Results
Rail-Build
Alternative

Tier 1 Screening Result and Explanation

Result

Alternative A

High adverse impact to CSX, very high estimated probable cost to
construct complicated junction at Superior Station, high probable
cost for high-platform stations on elevated embankments, fewest
number of stations, lowest numbers of residents and jobs within
catchment area, very low TOD opportunities. Does not meet
purpose and need of fostering economic development.

Eliminated from
further
consideration.

Alternative B

This is retained for being the only logical extension of the Red Line
with the lowest capital cost and least adverse environmental impacts
when compared to Alternative A.

Retained and
advanced to
Tier 2
screening.

Alternative C

Although this alternative has good length and serves Five Points and
the Waterloo Arts District, it has relatively lower TOD opportunities
than Alternative E that also serves Five Points and the Waterloo Arts
District. Alternative E also scores higher in several other categories
than Alternative C.

Eliminated from
further
consideration.

Alternative D

High TOD potential serves Five Points, Nottingham Village and
th
strengthens E. 185 Street corridor and Downtown Euclid.

Retained and
advanced to
Tier 2
screening.

Alternative E

Highest population and employment catchment, serves the most
activity centers, serve all three communities, strengthens Five
Points, the Waterloo Arts District and is advanced to compare and
nd
contrast E. 152 Street alignment with Alternative D with the E.
th
185 Street alignment.

Retained and
advanced to
Tier 2
screening.

Alternative F

Although this alignment is the logical extension of the HealthLine
BRT from Windermere east on Euclid Avenue, it has the lowest
score of the BRT alternatives for TOD opportunity. Enhanced bus
improvements to the route 28 local bus with a skip-stop express bus
overlay and articulated buses could be a low cost alternative to full
BRT. Alternative B would be a faster and more reliable service
alternative than a BRT extension on this route.

Eliminated from
further
consideration.

Alternative G

Second highest population and employment catchment, serves all
three communities, and strengthens Five Points, Nottingham Village,
th
East 185 Street and Downtown Euclid. Alternative G has the
highest TOD potential of all alternatives examined.

Retained and
advanced to
Tier 2
screening.

Alternative H

Although this alternative has good length and serves Downtown
Euclid and the Euclid High School and Euclid Municipal Center, it
does not serve the Collinwood community and scores very low for
TOD potential.

Eliminated from
further
consideration.
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Tier 1 Screening Result and Explanation

Result

Although this alternative has good length and serves Downtown
Euclid, it does not serve the Collinwood community and scores
th
relatively very low for TOD potential. East 200 Street is primarily a
residential street and would create severe construction impacts for
the people living along the alignment.

Eliminated from
further
consideration.

As part of the project justification and appraisal process other alternatives must be considered
as a baseline for evaluation. The USDOT Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requires that a
No Build alternative be used as an environmental baseline alternative. The No Build Alternative
typically includes all regional transportation actions in the regional fiscally constrained Long
Range Transportation Plan. This is generally considered the existing plus committed (E+C)
projects in the long range transportation plan.
The RTA required the Build alternatives also be compared to transportation system
management actions, known as the Do Minimum alternative, that could be taken to provide the
best transit service in the project area without a major capital investment as defined by the Build
alternatives. These two baseline alternatives will be carried forward throughout the project
appraisal process.

9.1

No Build Alternative

The No Build alternative essentially maintains the present condition and includes planned and
committed conditions (E+C) for the future planning horizon year. This also serves as a baseline
for the evaluation of the proposed build alternative during the project appraisal phase of project
development. The improvements contained in the Do Minimum and Build alternatives are those
that could be made in addition to those outlined in the No Build alternative.
The No Build alternative includes the existing highway network that is a part of all alternatives
plus highway improvements from the fiscally constrained regional transportation plan that are
likely to be implemented by the horizon year, except for the Red Line/HealthLine extension Build
alternatives being considered in this study. This includes the Opportunity Corridor that extends
from I-490 as an urban boulevard into the University Circle area. Therefore, NOACA in
consultation with RTA and the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) provided a network
map and list of specific committed highway facility improvement projects between the years
2010 and 2030.
Public transportation services under the No Build alternative consist of existing rail and bus
routes and operating frequencies scheduled during the summer of 2013, plus other planned and
committed projects outlined for 2030. These projects may include expansion of routes, improved
frequencies and the introduction of bus priority treatments such bus lanes and limited Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) service improvement on several streets. The No Build alternative assumes normal
maintenance and replacement of existing facilities and equipment as their design life is
exceeded. The No Build alternative provides a baseline for comparing travel benefits and other
environmental impacts associated with the other alternatives.
Key features of the No Build Alternative are listed below.
1) Configuration: Continued operation of Red Line and HealthLine and local bus services in
mixed traffic;
2) Passenger station stops: Euclid – East 120th Street Station closed and new Mayfield
Road Station opened.
3) Street improvements: Ongoing roadway reconstruction projects as identified in the
NOACA Transportation Improvement plan including construction of Innerbelt, West
Shoreway improvements and Opportunity Corridor between I-490 and East 105th Street
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and Quincy Avenue and widening East 105th Street between Quincy and Chester
Avenues; Streetscape improvements along Lakeshore Boulevard and Euclid Avenues;;
4) Vehicle: 40-foot, low-floor, clean diesel fueled buses;
5) Service span: No expected change;
6) Peak headways: No expected change;
7) Background bus network: No expected change;
8) Park-N-Ride facilities: No expected change;

9.2

Do Minimum Alternative

As with the No Build Alternative, the Do Minimum Alternative includes all transportation projects
within the study area that have beencommittedforfundingaspartoftheregion‟sTIPand
fiscally constrained long range transportation plan. Transportation-related improvements that
are committed to be in place by the 2030 horizon planning year, whether physical or
operational, are assumed to be part of the Do Minimum Alternative.
The primary rail and bus network changes in this alternative are modifications of existing local
bus routes to improve service in underserved areas of the study area, particularly Euclid and
connections with Laketran, the transit service provider in Lake County. The Do Minimum
Alternative includes a number of improvements over the No Build Alternative that will improve
bus service by focusing service to potential high-density development along various alignments
in the study area, notably lakeshore Boulevard, St. Clair and Euclid Avenues and north-south
connector streets. No major RTA capital investments are included in this alternative.
Key features of the Do Minimum Alternative include all features of the No Build Alternative, plus
the following:
1) Alignment: Adjusted bus network with focus on alignments between Windermere and
Downtown Euclid;
2) Configuration: Continued operation in mixed traffic;
3) Passenger station stops: Construction of enhanced bus stops at Five Points in
Collinwood and Downtown Euclid and improved transit waiting environments to include
real-time passenger information, improve shelters and waiting areas, and adjust and
consolidate some stop locations to provide more efficient service and better mirror Build
alternatives;
4) Street improvements: same as the No Build;
5) Vehicle: 40- foot, low-floor clean diesel buses for Lakeshore Boulevard and local
connecting routes; and 60-foot, articulated low-floor clean diesel buses on St Clair and
Euclid Avenues
6) Service span: Match Red Line service hours;
7) Peak headways: 71/2 minute peak headways to match current Red Line service and 15minute off-peak headways;
8) Background bus network: Adjust network to better serve Euclid
9) Park-N-Ride and transfer facilities: Optimization of bus/rail and bus/bus transfers at
Windermere;
10) Storage and Maintenance Facility: Assumes use of existing bus facilities.
The Do Minimum alternative gets carried forward through the entire project evaluation process.
It includes minor highway investments such as traffic signalization improvements, enhanced bus
services on major thoroughfares. This alternative is currently being defined.
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Build Alternatives Advanced to Tier 2 Screening

Nine alignment alternatives with several routing variation options were evaluated as part of the
initial screening of alternatives in accordance with agreed upon evaluation criteria. These initial
alternatives were developed by the study team with advice and comment obtained through
steering committee, stakeholder involvement and public meetings. The following Build
alternatives are being advanced to more detailed technical analysis.

9.3.1 Alternative B
Alternative B is an electrified heavy rail Red Line extension that begins at Louis Stokes Station
at Windermere and continues to run east adjacent to the Norfolk Southern (NS) freight railroad
corridor. Alternative B would terminate at the Euclid Park-N-Ride near the intersection of St Clair
Avenue and Babbitt Road in the vicinity of Euclid Square Mall. This line could potentially be
extended to Lake County with stations in Wickliffe, Willoughby and perhaps as far east as
Mentor. An alternative to the heavy rail technology could be the utilization of diesel-electric
hybrid rail technologies that could operate on Red Line and Norfolk Southern tracks and operate
as a shuttle train with cross-platform or shared platforms at University Circle or Windermere.

9.3.2 Alternative D

Alternative D is a HealthLine bus rapid transit/BRT Lite or“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthat
begins at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs north to Hayden Avenue using the RTAowned private right-of-way. The alignment continues north on Hayden Avenue turning east
along St. Clair Avenue traveling to Five Points, which is the intersection of St. Clair, Ivanhoe
Road and East 152nd Street. At Five Points the alignment continues east on St Clair Avenue to
Nottingham Road and turns north under the railroad overpass until reaching East 185th Street.
At East 185th Street, the alignment turns north along East 185th Street serving the East 185th
commercial district up to Lakeshore Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard the alignment turns
east to Downtown Euclid with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake
County.

9.3.3 Alternative E

Alternative E is a HealthLine bus rapid transit/BRT Lite or“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthat
begins at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to Coit Road.
At Coit Road the alignment turns northwest to East 152nd where it turns north and travels along
East 152nd Street to Five Points at Ivanhoe and St. Clair. At Five Points the alignment continues
north on East 152nd Street crossing over the CSX railroad on a bridge to Waterloo Road, then
turning east through the Waterloo Arts District to East 156th Street. The alignment again turns
north on East 156th Street until reaching Lakeshore Boulevard, where it turns east to Downtown
Euclid, with a potential extension to the Shoregate Shopping Center in Lake County.

9.3.4 Alternative G

Alternative G is a HealthLine bus rapid transit/BRT Lite or“Rapid+”LRT/streetcarextensionthat
begins at Louis Stokes Station at Windermere and runs east along Euclid Avenue to either Coit,
Ivanhoe or Noble Roads. At Coit Road the alignment turns northwest to East 152nd where it
turns north and travels along East 152nd Street to Five Points at Ivanhoe and St. Clair. If the
alignment follows Ivanhoe Road, the route turns from Euclid Avenue northwest and travels
along Ivanhoe Road to Five Points. If the route travels east to Noble, it turns north and
continues to Five Points. At Five Points the alignment turns east on St Clair Avenue to
Nottingham Road and then turns north under the railroad overpass until reaching East 185th
Street. At East 185th Street, the alignment turns northeast and travels along East 185th Street
serving the East 185th commercial district up to Lakeshore Boulevard. At Lakeshore Boulevard
the alignment turns east to Downtown Euclid with a potential extension to the Shoregate
Shopping Center in Lake County.
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Next Steps

The Build alternatives that emerged from the Tier 1 screening (B, D, E, G) and advanced to the
Tier 2 screening will be subjected to more refinement and detailed technical analysis, including
the computation of estimates of probable capital, operating and maintenance costs, indicative
ridership and cost effectiveness indices for each alternative under investigation.
The comparative analysis of alternatives will be documented in the Alternatives Analysis Report,
which documents the Tier 2 screening findings and determinations. The Alternatives Analysis
Report will recommend a preferred build alternative to be considered by RTA.
The Preferred Build Alternative will be examined in greater detail as part of the Business Case
and Environmental Analysis. The Preferred Build Alternative will be appraised using the NOACA
regional travel demand model currently undergoing revisions. The Preferred Build Alternative
will be compared to the No Build and Do Minimum alternatives.
The Business Case will further develop the locally preferred alternative configuration and
technical parameters to address FTA New Starts evaluation criteria. The results of this task will
include estimates of capital and operations and maintenance costs and operating revenue from
fares and other incomes stream as part of the preparation of a business case. An Initial
Operating Segment will be evaluated as part of the Business Case preparation.
Following acceptance of the Alternatives Analysis Report by the RTA Board of Trustees, the
Locally Preferred Alternative will be presented to NOACA for adoption and inclusion in the
region‟slongrangetransportationimprovementplan.
RTA will then seek entry into the Project Development phase of the FTA New Starts program.
During Project Development, RTA will complete all the necessary environmental impact
assessments and seek all necessary approvals under the National Environmental Policy Act,
Section 4 (f) of the Transportation Act and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
as well as Tile Vi and Executive Orders regarding environmental justice.
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Appendix B Transit Oriented Development Potential Analysis
This Appendix provides the backup for the qualitative evaluation of transit-oriented development
potential by alignment segment, which is found in Section 6.3 of this Tier 1 Screening Report.
As explained in the text, the alignment alternatives can be broken down into 11 segments; some
segments are shared among multiple alignments, in which case common station locations are
standardized, while other segments are unique to a single alignment. These 11 segments do
not encompass every block of every alternative, but do describe the primary service
characteristics and development opportunities of the alignments under consideration.
Qualitative analysis of these segments highlights the differences among the alignments, and
provides a useful comparative tool in identifying those alignments which should move forward
into Tier 2 screening.
Broadly speaking, the alternatives can be divided into 3 corridors: the Freight Corridor
(Alignments A and B), the Lakeshore Corridor (Alignments C, D, E and G) and the Euclid Ave
Corridor (Alignments F, H and I).
The Freight Corridor is, as the name implies, a rail option. The Lakeshore and Euclid Ave
corridor alternatives can be either BRT or Rapid+ (LRT/Streetcar) technology options.
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